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ABSTRACT - Italiano 

La presente tesi ha l’obiettivo di analizzare come la digitalizzazione ha cambiato 

le relazioni nei mercati business-to-business. In passato, le aziende mantenevano 

le relazioni con i clienti attuali e potenziali attraverso telefonate e incontri fisici.  

L’avvento dei nuovi media e degli strumenti digitali (email, siti web, ecc.) ha 

rivoluzionato il modo di operare delle aziende e l’esperienza di acquisto dei clienti 

nel B2B. Pertanto, le aziende devono integrare i punti di contatto tradizionali con 

quelli digitali. Di fatto, se la domanda nel B2B utilizza i canali online, anche 

l’offerta deve avere una presenza strategica in tali canali. 

Il caso studio presentato è il risultato di un’esperienza presso RES Consulting, una 

società locale di consulenza aziendale interessata ad espandere la propria presenza 

online. Grazie allo sviluppo e all’implementazione di una strategia digitale, 

l’azienda è riuscita a sfruttare i punti di contatto online, generando nuove 

opportunità di business e perseguendo molteplici obiettivi. I risultati ottenuti 

possono essere estesi ad altre organizzazioni nel B2B che non sono a conoscenza 

delle opportunità che emergono dai punti di contatto digitali al momento di creare 

e mantenere delle durature relazioni di business. 
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ABSTRACT - English 

The present study aims at understanding how the digitalization changed business-

to-business relationships. In the past, firms used to maintain relationships with 

prospects and clients mainly via telephone calls and face-to-face meetings.  

The rising of new media and digital tools (e.g. Emails, websites, etc.) have 

profoundly changed the business environment and B2B buyers' behaviors. B2B 

customer are becoming more empowered and less reliant on traditional selling 

initiatives. In fact, they increasingly use digital channels in their purchasing 

journeys. As a result, firms are encouraged to integrate traditional touchpoints 

with digital ones. Since the B2B customer is online, selling organization should be 

present as well with a planned strategy.  

The case study originates from the experience in RES consulting, a local firm that 

showed interest in expanding its presence online. By developing and 

implementing a digital strategy, the consulting firm was able to leverage digital 

touchpoints in an effective way for generating new business opportunities and 

pursuing multiple objectives. These findings can be most likely extended to other 

B2B organization which are not aware of the opportunities given by the digital 

touchpoints when building and maintaining long-lasting business relationships. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This document addresses the impact that digitalization and the new online 

channels had on relationship marketing activities, especially for business-to-

business firms. For long, the use of social media was thought to be useful only for 

the consumers’ market, but the rising popularity of digital channels has changed 

the whole buyer’s customer journey also in B2B settings. As a result, digital 

touchpoints and especially social networking sites need to be taken into 

consideration by B2B firms, who are sometimes anchored to traditional 

communication channels and does not believe in digitalizing their approach to 

relationship marketing.  

Consequently, despite the great benefits that digital tools can bring to their 

existing and future customers’ relationships, B2B firms are still reluctant to use 

their full potential. Notably, this is especially true in small firms operating in the 

sector of professional consultancy. Therefore, the present work investigated the 

case of a small consultancy company who is moving its first steps in the adoption 

of a digital marketing strategy. The case highlighted the main issues faced by the 

company in implementing the strategy, thus demonstrating that the use of digital 

touchpoints, such as the website and LinkedIn, allows to reach multiple objectives 

and enhance business relationships. 

The entire work is structured as follows. 
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The first chapter introduces the concept of relationship marketing and the role of 

customer relationship management (CRM) in companies. Loyalty and trust were 

identified as the two main relational outcomes, as they are the basis of strong and 

long-term relationships between the firm and the buyer. Then, the focus was 

shifted on the role of digitalization in the relationship marketing activities of B2B 

firms, highlighting the fact that social media channels can be effective in creating 

and maintaining business relationships. Furthermore, the customer journey and 

customer experience were analyzed by focusing on how they changed after 

digitalization and their impact in B2B settings. 

The second chapter deals with the definition of a digital marketing strategy for a 

B2B company, analyzing the new means of communication provided by 

digitalization. Content marketing is at the center of the whole strategy planning, as 

content allows firms to attract and maintain an engaged audience. All content 

marketing activities have to take into consideration the buyer persona, that is the 

firm’s target audience. The main touch points analyzed in chapter 2 are: marketing 

automation and email marketing, the website, and social media, by focusing on 

LinkedIn, a professional networking site which is considered the most suitable 

tool for B2B relationship marketing. 

The third chapter describes the application of a digital marketing strategy to a 

B2B professional consulting firm: RES Consulting. After a deep situational 

analysis with the double objective to analyze the internal and external digital 
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environment, a strategy suitable for RES Consulting was defined. The first step 

was to define four main buyer personas, representation of existing clients and 

possible future buyers. The second step was to identify the company’s website 

and LinkedIn as the main digital touchpoints. The third step was about defining 

the objectives of the strategy: brand awareness, engagement, and lead generation 

and nurturing. Finally, the practical tactics and KPI to achieve the three objectives 

were defined. 
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CHAPTER 1: RELATIONSHIP MARKETING AND 

DIGITALIZATION IN B2B COMPANIES 

 

1.1 INTRODUCING THE CONCEPT OF RELATIONSHIP MARKETING 

Marketing is defined as the set of activities, institutions and processes aimed at 

creating, communicating, delivering and exchanging offerings that have value for 

customers, clients, partners and society at large. Marketing activities are crucial 

for firms operating in both business-to-consumer (B2C) and business-to-business 

(B2B) markets, as is a way to enhance the products and services provided. Among 

marketing functions, this document is going to focus on the importance of 

building long-term relationships and how they can create a competitive advantage, 

especially in B2B settings. Relationship marketing is a concept that was firstly 

coined by Berry in 1983 and still have a crucial role in today’s academic studies 

and companies’ strategies. Berry (1983) defined relationship marketing as “the 

process of attracting, maintaining and, in multi-service organizations, enhancing 

“Customer Relationship”. Another definition was proposed by Gronroos (1990) 

who defined relationship marketing as “the process of establishing, maintaining 

and enhancing relationship with the customers and other partners at a profit, so 

that the objectives of the parties involved are met. This is achieved by a mutual 

exchange and fulfillment of promises”. Based on the above definitions , we can 

state that relationship marketing is a process to create and maintain long-term and 
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profitable relationships with customers and partners. The concept of Relationship 

Marketing requires also a shift in companies’ behavior toward customers. Some 

authors, such as Cardwell (1994), argue that a company’s survival depends on 

their moving closer to the customer and understanding customer needs, building a 

relationship and putting the customer at the center of companies’ actions and 

strategies. Jackson (1985) made an important distinction between relationship 

marketing and transaction marketing. The literature reveals that marketing has 

shifted from “Transaction Marketing” to “Relationship Marketing” (Lindgreen, 

2001). The central point of this shift lies in the recognition of the need to maintain 

existing customers in order to have a competitive advantage on the market. Some 

scholars pointed out the importance for a firm to attract and retain loyal 

customers. The “old” paradigm of transaction marketing aimed at gaining as much 

customers as possible; so, the focus was on the quantity of transactions rather than 

on the quality of relationships. Previous research has shown that attracting new 

customer requires higher costs for companies rather than maintaining and keeping 

a business relation with existing customers. A study conducted by Reichheld and 

Sasser (1990) pointed out that a 5 percent improvement in customer retention can 

lead to an increase in profitability between 25 and 85 percent (in terms of net 

present value) depending upon the industry. Therefore, relationship marketing is 

based on the fact that having loyal and long-term customers lead to higher 

profitability with respect to transaction marketing activities. 
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During the 1980s, relationship-based marketing paradigm did not gain much 

importance (Grönroos, 1994). During the 1990s, the interest in relationship 

marketing  started to be an issue for both companies and scholars. The increasing 

interest in Relationship Marketing is proven by the following facts: the Emory 

University (USA) established a biannual international conference on this theme, 

and the Monash University (Australia) initiated the International Colloquia in 

relationship marketing, which still takes place nowadays. The Cranfield 

University (UK), the Hanken Swedish School of Economics, the Tampere 

University (Finland), and the Emory University (USA) founded different centers 

for studying relationship marketing. Also, the first relationship marketing books 

appeared in the 90s (such as Christopher et al.’s book “Relationship Marketing”, 

and McKenna’s book “Relationship marketing: successful strategies for the age 

of the customer”, both published in 1991). In addition, some scholars started to 

underline the importance of direct marketing, which emphasizes the one-to-one 

contact with existing customers, and database marketing, supported by the 

availability of database technology to enhance relations (Sheth and Parvatiyar, 

1995). Afterwards, customer relationship management (CRM) programs started to 

gain interest and loyalty programs became common. In general, CRM strategies 

allow organizations to better understand customers and build strong relationships 

with them. 
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Companies started to take advantage of the relationship created to gather relevant 

information regarding customers’ needs and wants in order to deploy personalized 

and efficient strategies. During the 90s it started to be essential for companies to 

consider the potential of direct relationships with individual customers, and 

strategically managing it. Levitt (1983) stated that the purpose of business is to 

make and keep a customer. The way of applying relationship marketing has 

changed over time, especially today with the rise of digital instruments, such as 

company’s website and social media, as it will be discussed in paragraph 1.4. 

Whatever its application, the relational paradigm suggests that firms’ success lies 

fundamentally on its customers.  

1.2 RELATIONSHIP MARKETING IN B2B: THE ROLE OF CRM 

Putting customers at the center of companies’ activities and building a 

relationship with them is an important issue for both B2B and B2C settings. The 

main difference between these two concepts is that B2B , which means Business-

to-Business, refers to an interchange of products and services between 

organizations; whereas B2C, which means Business-to-Consumer, is about selling 

products and services to the final consumer. Relationship marketing paradigm is 

applied in both B2B and B2C settings, but it acquires a greater relevance in B2B 

contexts. First of all, B2B markets can be considered as networks of organizations 

creating value together. Gummesson (2008) sees the biggest difference between 
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B2B and B2C in “the greater degree of independence between buyers and sellers 

in the former”. So, buyer and seller create a bond based on interdependency with 

one another and their relationship is at the center of their business activities. 

Therefore, businesses in B2B markets work as networks and they are strictly 

interconnected. In addition, according to Kumar and Reinartz (2012), the 

transaction volume on B2B markets is greater than that on B2C markets. In this 

regard, several studies (e.g. Saini et al. 2010; Kumar and Reinartz, 2012) state that 

the value of each transaction and purchase amount is much bigger in B2B markets 

due to the lower number of actors involved. The organizations in business markets 

have higher financial resources and are more focused on value (Gadde and 

Snehota, 2000).  

Due to the great value that relationships acquire in business-to-business markets, 

firms should use a strategic approach to Relationship Marketing, for instance 

through the use of customer relationship management programs (Saini et al. 

2010). CRM is both a software and a strategy used in competitive environments 

that combines the information, systems, policies, processes, and employees of a 

firm in an effort to attract and retain profitable customers (Menconi, 2001). A firm 

can exploit customer relationship to have information regarding customers’ needs 

and wants in order to design and put in practice a personalized strategy which can 

build a competitive advantage and beat the competition.  The previous mentioned 

shift from transactional to relationship marketing, where the customer is at the 
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center of all business activity, lead organizations to rethink their whole internal 

processes to meet their customers’ needs. CRM can be useful for product tailoring 

and service innovation (Peppard, 2000). CRM is composed by three main 

components: people, technology, and processes. Researchers have begun to 

underline that the CRM is more than just software technology (Johnson, 2004). 

On the contrary, CRM is a strategic combination of technical, human and business 

capabilities. Simply having a CRM software inside a firm is not enough as data 

needs to be interpreted correctly by people. The data collected are meant to help 

and facilitate somehow the decision-making process and are helpful to create and 

maintain business relationships. The people inside the organization, and their 

skills and know-how play a crucial role in the application of CRM programs.  

Furthermore, CRM programs need business processes and policies that support 

customer-centricity activities and a strong focus on relationship marketing 

strategies. 

CRM programs work at organization-wide level and they extend in particular in 

three levels: strategic, operational, and analytical (Buttle, 2004; Iriana and Buttle, 

2006). The strategic level of CRM concern the implementation of a “customer-

centric business culture” (Rababah, Mohd, and Ibrahim, 2011), so all the 

organization is focused on creating a greater value over competitors by putting the 

customer at the center of the processes. The operational level deals with 

customers' processes automation, such as marketing automation, sales-force 
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automation and service automation. The operational CRM deals with automation 

at the front office, in activities like collecting data, processing transactions and 

controlling workflow at the sales, marketing, and services (Lun, Jinlin, and 

Yingying, 2008; Zhang, Chen and Fu, 2006; Raisinghani, 2005; Dyche, 2002) 

Finally, the analytical type deals with increasing customer and organization value 

using the customer data. So it is about analyzing relevant customer data to gather 

useful information on the customer segmentation, customer behavior, and 

customer value to the organization. Some scholars, like Khalid Rababah, Haslina 

Mohd, and Huda Ibrahim, have underlined the need of preparatory steps before 

implementing CRM systems inside an organization. The main step is to have and 

communicate to the whole firm structure a strong customer-centric culture. Before 

implementing CRM technology, a philosophy should be implemented in order to 

fully understand the concept of CRM and putting business relationships for 

corporate profitability as a primary goal. If firms succeed in doing so, the 

implementation of CRM programs will ultimately lead to leverage the benefits of 

relationship marketing. In conclusion, CRM is not simply a technology 

application for marketing, sales and service, but a cross-functional, customer-

driven, technology-integrated business process management that maximizes 

relationships and encompasses the entire organization. Newbert (2007) indentifies 

the CRM capability as a potential source of competitive advantage―it takes time 

and effort to develop, it proves to be difficult to imitate, and is causally 
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ambiguous. The researchers Reichheld (1996) and Levine (1993) highlighted that 

CRM initiatives have resulted in increased competitiveness for many companies 

as witnessed by higher revenues and lower operational costs. Managing customer 

relationships effectively and efficiently boosts customer satisfaction and retention 

rates. The phenomenon of digitalization which will be discussed in paragraph 1.4 

changed the way of acquiring data for CRM programs, for instance the authors 

Lipiäinen and Heini (2015) pointed out that social media could support data 

gathering, interaction, relationship building, co-creation, and lead generation 

among B2B companies. All users’ actions online leave a digital trace which the 

company has to catch and pool in a common CRM database to deploy a 

personalized strategy and create a strong business relationship.  

 

1.3 CUSTOMER LOYALTY AND TRUST AS OUTCOMES OF 

RELATIONSHIP MARKETING 

Saini, Grewal and Johnson (2010) add another difference: in B2C relationship 

customers are less loyal and customers can easily change brands. We can observe 

a bigger loyalty in B2B relationships because of the need of continuity, reliability 

and trust among trading partners (Ratnasingham, 1998). The quality of 

relationships is a key point as B2B companies value lies not only in the product or 

service, but also in the customer relationship. Customer loyalty can be  defined as 

a deeply held commitment to re-buy or re-patronize a preferred product or service 
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in the future despite there are situational influence and marketing efforts having 

the potential to cause switching behavior (Oliver, 1999). Loyalty is a primary goal 

of relationship marketing and sometimes even equated with the relationship 

marketing concept itself (Sheth, 1996). The connection between loyalty and 

profitability has been the focus of both theoretical and empirical studies (e.g., 

Oliver 1999; Payne and Rickard 1997; Reichheld and Sasser 1990). Some studies 

show how loyalty, which is intended as the ability of retaining existing customers, 

is less costly for companies rather than  gaining new ones. Moreover, in B2B 

relationships loyalty means also to engage in long-term and meaningful 

relationships, creating networks of organizations that work together for 

innovations and new solutions (Gadde and Snehota, 2000). In the literature we can 

find many different ways to describe loyalty. Oliver (1999) classifies loyalty into 

two types: short and long run. Short-run loyalty is measured in terms of word-of-

mouth, post-purchase recommendation behavior, and complaints. In contrast, 

long-term loyalty is identified by four different phases: cognitive, affective, 

cognitive, and active. Srinivasan, Anderson, and Ponnavolu (2002) propose two 

major factors for measuring loyalty: word-of-mouth and price tolerance. A 

customer with greater loyalty will have a higher degree of price tolerance and will 

recommend the product and/or service to others (TaiwanTsai, Tsai, and Chang, 

2010). Particularly in a B2B setting, loyalty can be defined as a buyer's intent to 

repurchase from a given supplier (Oliver, 1999) and it is directly linked to 
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switching costs. These costs represent how much it cost to change from one 

supplier to another (Heide and Weiss, 1995), and they reflect both monetary and 

non-monetary costs (Dick and Basu, 1994) B2B buyers typically invest more in a 

relationship that lasts longer in order to avoid paying high switching cost and this 

is one of the reasons why B2B relationships are usually longer (Russo, Confente, 

Gligor, Autry
 
, 2016). Another key goal for relationship marketing lies in word-of-

mouth (WOM) processes, which can be defined as all informal communications 

between the customers and other possible future clients, concerning a positive 

experience with a brand and recommending it (Anderson, 1998). Word-of-mouth 

communication is a powerful force in influencing future buying decisions, 

particularly when the service delivered is of high risk for the customer (e.g., 

Sheth, Mittal, and Newman, 1999). To sum up, loyalty and word-of-mouth can be 

described as two important relationship marketing outcomes to create and 

maintain profitable relationships in B2B markets. Creating and maintaining such 

business relationships lead to the creation of a strong sense of mutual trust and 

interdependency between the client and the supplier. Trust is another key concept 

when dealing with relationship marketing, as it is demonstrated that it has a 

positive influence on key relational outcomes, loyalty commitment and share of 

purchases. It can be defined as “one party’s belief that its needs will be fulfilled in 

the future by actions undertaken by the other party” (Anderson and Weitz, 1989). 

Trust takes on even greater relevance B2B services, as buyers face the complexity 
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of examining many intangible aspects of a service firm’s offering.  In fact, 

services are generally perceived as less tangible than products and this makes the 

benefits of trust more critical because evaluations often are ambiguous (Palmatier 

et al., 2006). As a result, the role trust plays in fostering a long-term relationship 

may take on added importance in a services context . Some studies show that 

service providers should invest in economic and social aspects of the transactions 

between buyer and seller. According to this study, the basis of trust lie in social 

interaction, open communication and customer orientation. Social interactions are 

important as they are at the basis of a strong and trustful business relationship, 

therefore social settings are usually effective to build closer interpersonal  which 

may lead to a better and quicker understanding of mutual needs. The ability of a 

company in creating such social bonds reflects also its customer orientation. 

Customer orientation can be defined as “a philosophy and behavior directed 

toward determining and understanding the needs of the target buyer and adapting 

the selling organization’s response in order to satisfy those needs better than the 

competition” (Williams and Attaway, 1996). If we apply this definition of trust to 

all the parties involved in a relationship, the outcome is the creation of a strong 

network of organizations working together toward common objectives (Doney, 

Barry and Abratt, 2007). The fact that a relationship involves loyalty and mutual 

trust  can be seen as a limitation for some companies. Loyalty commitment refers 

to the sense of unity binding buyers to suppliers (Kim and Frazier, 1997) and it is 
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reflected in the extent to which parties show the willingness to maintain their 

relationships (Geyskens et al., 1996) and, obviously, it includes a normative 

component as well. As identified by Anderson one key limitation is that buyers in 

B2B settings may be unwilling to commit to a long-term relationship and may 

prefer to have the option of soliciting bids from other suppliers and switching 

from one seller to another without creating particular bonds. Based on the findings 

of qualitative research, Anderson identifies two different marketing strategies for 

relationships marketing. The author states that a ‘‘non-coercive’’ strategy is more 

effective in the early stages of the relationship-building process in order to avoid 

to require the client to commit in a long-term relationship since the beginning. 

The opposite strategy in the “coercive” one where the company asks the customer 

to commit resources over time.  Anderson and Weitz (1989) suggests that the 

former strategy has to be applied after the initial phase of relationship building, so 

at the beginning the company has to be willing to make some one-sided 

investments and then, once the relationships is more consolidated, ask for a 

greater commitment from the partner. 

Relationship marketing is an important tool and philosophy to apply in 

companies, especially in B2B markets where buyer-supplier relationships are 

crucial for both parties. Loyalty and trust are only two of the benefits that 

relationship marketing bring to a company. Other important benefits are: greater 

profitability, higher quality and development of innovation in the network of 
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organizations created. The continuity of the relationships in B2B settings is 

essential, and marketing in B2B aims at creating and leveraging the network of 

organizations to create and innovate products and services (Gadde and Snehota, 

2000). As we are going to discuss in paragraph 1.4, these concepts have evolved 

over time and relationship marketing changed dramatically after the digital 

transformation, so when digital technologies started to be adopted in business 

settings. 

1.4 DIGITALIZATION: TECHNOLOGICAL DRIVERS, 

ORGANIZATIONAL IMPACT AND BENEFITS 

Digitalization has been identified as one of the major trends changing society and 

business, some scholars argue that the impact of digitalization is the third 

industrial revolution (Degryse, 2016), as it implies a change from analog 

mechanical technology to digital technology. The first industrial revolution began 

in Britain in the late 18th century, with the mechanization of the textile industry. 

Tasks previously done by hand in hundreds of weavers' cottages were brought 

together in a single cotton mill, and the first factory was born. The second 

industrial revolution came at the beginning of the 20th century, when Henry Ford 

mastered the moving assembly line and ushered in the age of mass production. 

The first two industrial revolutions made people richer and more urban. Now a 

third revolution is under way, where digitalization is changing dramatically 

companies’ processes and ways of working. The term digitalization refers to 
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conversion of data, such as images, texts and videos, that once existed only 

physically, in a digital variant (Henriette, Mondher and Boughzala, 2015). 

According to literature, digitalization refers to “the changes associated with the 

application of digital technology in all aspects of human society” (Stolterman and 

Fors, 2004). The digitalization meant also an information revolution as today 

many information can be found online, stored and shared in many different ways. 

We can identify five main determinants of the digital revolution: 

 Internet: it can be defined as a “large system of connected computers 

around the world that allows people to share information and 

communicate with each other”. So, it is a physical infrastructure that allow 

computers to communicate and exchange digital information. The roots of 

internet have to be traced back to the 60s , but it became popular only in 

the 90s with around 16 million users worldwide. Nowadays, 4.57 billion 

people were active internet users as of April 2020. 

 The Web evolution: the world wide Web (WWW) is a service available 

through internet. It is a collection of standard formats for text, graphics, 

sound, and video which can be indexed simply and searched by all 

networked machines. The world wide Web has the ability to present huge 

amounts of diverse, complex, multimedia information that is 

interconnected and cross-referenced through hypermedia links and 

highlighted keywords.  The Web went through a great revolution, from the 
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static Web 1.0 to the interaction of Web 2.0 and, finally, to the Web 3.0. 

The first version of world wide Web, Web 1.0, showed very static pages 

created by a very small number of publishers and advertisers for a huge 

number of readers. The main functionality of the Web 1.0 is to distribute 

the information for anybody at any time and create a static Website with 

no interaction with the end user. The second version is Web 2.0 and it is a 

huge shift in terms of interaction. Users of Web 2.0 are able to generate 

content and not simply download the information created by publishers. 

Social networking sites started to appear, they are real-time channels for 

information sharing and communication. These sites are based on social 

interaction through personal users’ accounts. Social networking sites 

create a new way for communication and relationship with users 

(Kenchakkanavar, 2015), where communication pattern is of many-to-

many. Users interact directly with publishers and brands, but also with 

other users, generating interesting content. Companies started to lose 

power and spontaneous conversations around firms’ products started to 

appear in online forums and social networks. The tools of Web 2.0 are 

blogs, tagging and hashtags, forums, social networks, comment and 

interactions among users, and content sharing. The third generation of 

world wide Web, that is Web 3.0, is also known as the “semantic Web”. 

At the basis of the Semantic Web is data integration, so data are used to 
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gather meaningful information which can be located, evaluated, and 

delivered by software agents (Patel, 2013). Web 3.0 is more intuitive with 

smart application, providing a unique solution for users by integrating data 

about their preferences, interests, location, past behaviors (Hiremath, 

Kenchakkanavar, 2016). 

 Internet of things (IOT): it can be defined as a network of physical 

objects. The internet is not only a network of computers and data created 

by people, but it has evolved into a network of device of all type and sizes 

, vehicles, smart phones, home appliances, toys, cameras, medical 

instruments and industrial systems, animals, people, buildings, all 

connected, all communicating and sharing information, without the 

intervention of humans. The goal of the Internet of Things is to enable 

things to be connected at any time and gather data about people using 

them. IOT is a mixture of different technologies used to store and process 

data. There are many different application of smart objects and some of 

them have entered people’s daily routines, for instance wearable devices 

like smart watches (Patel and Patel, 2016). 

 Big data: the term “Big Data” was coined in 2005 by Roger Mougalas of 

O’Reilly Media (Sangeetha and Sreeja 2015). This terms refers to a huge 

set of data that is almost impossible to manage and process using 

traditional business intelligence tools. So, it is a big quantity of dissimilar 
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data which has to be processed in a meaningful way. Firms  that are able to 

gather and process big data are able to anticipate customers’ needs and 

beat competition (Alwan, Ruhana Ku-Mahamud
 
, 2020). 

 The mobile revolution: it started in 2007 when Apple launched the first 

version of the I-Phone and the “Smartphone age” started. From that 

moment onwards, mobile phones started to be allowed to go online. 

Today, internet access in mainly mobile, in fact it accounts for 

approximately half of Web traffic worldwide. In the first quarter of 2020, 

mobile devices (excluding tablets) generated 51.92 percent of global 

Website traffic. People are constantly checking their smartphones 

everyday, spending a lot of time online from mobile devices. Mobile usage 

requires Website to be mobile-friendly, which means that they have to be 

optimized for visualization in smaller screens. Content is like water and 

has to be adapted to the container in which it finds itself. In addition, on 

mobile phones it is possible to install mobile apps and the company owner 

of that app can reach the customer at any time with push notifications, 

usually based on the localization provided by the device (proximity 

marketing).  

 

Based on previously introduced definition, digital transformation can be defined 

as changes in working methods, roles and business in general because of the 
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adoption of digital technologies in an organization. These changes occur at the 

following firms’ levels:  

- Process level: adopting new digital tools and streamlining processes by the 

reduction of some steps;  

- Organization level: offering new services and offering existing services in 

new ways using digital technologies;  

- Business level: changing roles and value chains in ecosystems; 

- Society level: changing society structures, such as type of work and tools 

for decision making. 

From a business perspective, digital transformation is the revolution of business 

processes, activities, models, and competencies in order to strategically leverage 

the opportunities presented by digital technologies, in order to improve 

effectiveness, sustainability, efficiency, and product and service innovation 

(Demirkan, Spohrer and Welser, 2016).  There are many potential benefits coming 

together with digitalization. Some research showed how by simply digitizing 

information-intensive processes in firms, costs goes down by up to 90 percent. In 

addition, replacing paper and manual processes with software allows businesses to 

automatically collect data that can be mined to better understand process 

performance, cost drivers, and causes of risk. Real-time reports and dashboards on 

digital-process performance allow companies to face problems before they 
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become critical and hard to solve. Digitalization may lead to incremental 

economic growth, therefore countries with high levels of digitalization get 20 

percent more in economic benefits than at lower stages of the digitalization 

process. 

Even if the importance of digitalization is well known and its benefits for 

businesses are proven, some companies are reluctant about using digital 

technologies in their environment as often they do not see the direct positive 

impact this process could have on their affairs.  So, digitalization have to go 

through many hurdles to adoption. The first obstacle to consider is that digital 

transformation has an impact on the whole organization (Henriette et al., 2015). In 

fact, digital capabilities are needed to support such change, so new figures with 

specific know-how and skills have to enter the organization. The impact of 

digitalization can be noticed not only in human resources, but it is a major change 

in habits and ways of working, which is based on collaboration and intensive 

interactions. The Digital Business Global Executive Study and research project 

from 2015 by MIT Sloan Management Review and Deloitte, interviewed more 

than 4800 business executives, managers and analysts from different 

organizations around the world and how they perceived the digitalization in their 

company. This study results showed that 76% of respondents considered digital 

technologies as important for their organization, and 92% believed that 

digitalization would gather importance in three years. Additionally, 60% of the 
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interviewed stated that digital technology could potentially transform the way of 

working in the organization. The research also asked how the participants saw 

their company evolving in the process of digital transformation. The results 

displayed that 26% of interviewed companies found themselves in the early stages 

of maturity in digitalization, 45% considered their company in the developing 

phase, and only 29% of the respondents considered themselves to be mature 

companies in terms of digitalization. Mature companies typically have a clear 

digital strategy next to a collaborative culture and leadership that is willing to 

drive the transformation and to take risks. However, in many companies, the 

implementation of digital technologies failed and it was often due to previous 

generations’ knowledge management systems. The transformation does not 

succeed because organizations do not change the inner culture and processes. A 

risk-taking mindset and open to innovation is essential for digital transformation 

to take place. The lack of culture and skills inside organization are the most 

typical hurdle to digitalization. Lack of an overall digitalization strategy and 

competing priorities were the most typical obstacles for digitalization, together 

with security concerns and insufficient technical skills. Digitalization affects 

many aspects of organizations, among them information technology, strategy and 

business models, products and services, processes, human resources and company 

culture (Parviainen, Tihinen, Kääriäinen and Teppola, 2017). Digitalization is 

valuable to an organization if it reduces costs or creates concrete benefits like 
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increased sales. Costs of digitization are easy to account, but the benefits are not 

easy to assess.  Among other benefits, a company can improve business process 

efficiency, quality and consistency, integrate records with digital systems, 

improve and facilitate knowledge sharing,  improve in-time response and client 

services, reduce costs and increase customer satisfaction, and promote greater 

staff flexibility. 

1.5 THE IMPACT OF DIGITALIZATION IN B2B SETTINGS  

For long, digital innovations were not applied to business-to-business companies 

but, recently, a digital transformation occurred also in B2B settings. Buyer and 

supplier relationship has been strongly affected by new media and ways of 

communication. The power shifted from organizations to customers (Hennig-

Thurau et al.; Weber, 2009), and customers started to share information online. 

The creation of content about the company led people to trust more peers than 

organizations (Greenberg, 2010a, 2010b). This change has created new challenges 

for marketers who started to listen actively to their customers and engage them in 

conversation. The conversation pattern is a one-to-one model, where buyer and 

seller create a unique relationship and communicate openly and transparently. It is 

important to combine online and offline marketing communication to create more 

value for customer and stakeholders (Foster, 2005). The role of digital channels in 

B2B markets is mainly made by personal communications tools and sales force 
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(Lilien and Weinstein, 1983). However, new digital tools and channels entered the 

B2B communication mix, and work in synergy to achieve the company’s 

objectives (Rosenbloom, 2007; Singha and Koshyb, 2011). In B2B companies, 

managing the various types of interactions is made more complex by the number 

of organizational levels and people involved in communication processes (Ford et 

al., 1998). With the rise of digital media, the coordination and integration of 

channels has become even more challenging, but many opportunities emerged for 

better targeting and fostering relationship marketing activities. In particular, in the 

B2B context, recent studies have asserted that social media are a key digital 

instrument for firms’ communication success. According to Bodnar and Cohen 

(2012), social media should be used for lead generation by publishing interesting 

content with a clear call-to-action element. Practitioners and consultants also 

share this view by arguing that social media is prove to be useful for B2B 

companies in acquiring new customers. A study conducted by Karjaluoto, 

Mustonen, and Ulkuniemi (2015) to industrial firms showed that companies see a 

great opportunity in using social media to handle more effectively operations with 

customers as communication becomes easier and faster. Communication with and 

among customers is moved to online forums, chats, direct-feedback channels, and 

this allow to save time and cost. However, firms interviewed stated that 

relationships still benefit from traditional ways of communication: face-to-face 

meeting and e-mail interaction are fundamental. Therefore, companies should be 
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able to create a good mix of traditional and digital channels to create and foster 

relationship marketing activities. Karajalu et. al (2015) state that, due to the fact 

that customers are becoming active participant of companies’ online 

communication, companies should concentrate on “soft-selling” by creating 

interesting and useful digital content (Halligan and Shah, 2009 ; Scott, 2010) that 

users can enjoy. 

 

1.6 THE ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN ENABLING RELATIONSHIP 

MARKETING  

In the age of digitalization, firms have witnessed new ways to manage business 

relationships thanks to the number of digital and electronic commerce tools. Also 

B2B companies are starting to give a greater relevance to social media platforms 

to enhance business relationships. Companies establishing their presence online 

have better opportunities to engage with customers in a continuous two-way 

communication. B2B relationships are changing as the world is moving toward a 

complete digital transformation (Obal and Lancioni, 2013  Song et al., 2007, 

Golgeci and Gligor, 2017), and social media channels are valuable instruments to 

be updated and competitive on the market. Indeed, some research showed that 

most innovative and successful companies are those who use social media sites to 

enhance their business relationships (Michaelidou et al., 2011  Foltean et al., 2018 

Broekemier et al., 2015) . Even if there is a popular belief that the nature of B2B 
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transactions forces buyers and suppliers to be physically present to develop and 

maintain relationships (Swani and Brown, 2011), recent research provides 

evidence that B2B companies’ physical presence can be effectively and partially 

replaced by a strong social media presence (Quinton and Wilson, 2016). Thanks 

to a social presence, B2B brands can transfer information to target customer 

groups (Järvinen and Taiminen, 2016; Itani et al., 2017.). In addition to that, 

companies can serve customers from different geographical positions (Ogilvie et 

al., 2018). In 2020 following the covid-19 government’s regulation, many 

companies were forced to stop their activities for months. The only way to keep 

developing relationships were online channels and social media. During this 

period the need for digitalization became a must and many companies converted 

to e-commerce sales and digital communication.  Research shows that the crisis 

due to covid-19 lock down lead to the acceleration and diffusion of digital 

solutions and tools. This historical moment showed also the gap that many 

companies have concerning digitalization. For some experts, the crisis can be a 

“catalyst of change”, so the world after covid-19 lock down can be an 

opportunity for companies to grow digitally and increase profitability by adopting 

innovative solutions for their businesses. To have a quick and effective view of 

customers changing behavior, firms should establish their presence on social 

media platform, such as LinkedIn, and listen actively and engage in conversation 

with customers.  
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Some author see social media marketing as a revolution of relationship marketing 

(Moretti and Tuan, 2014). So, social media channels become instruments to 

create, foster and build business relationships. Social media can be used 

strategically by B2B firms also for closing sales directly through social media. 

Recently, the concept of social selling has emerged and it can be defined as “a 

selling approach which leverages social and digital channels for understanding, 

connecting with and engaging influencers, prospects and existing customers at a 

relevant purchasing journey touch points for building valuable business 

relationships” (Ancillai, Terho, Cardinali, and Pascucci, 2019). Social selling is 

not simply social media marketing, but it is a selling approach aimed at creating 

rational and emotional bonds with people who are relevant for the company. A 

focal point of social selling is being active at the right time and in the right place 

during customers’ purchasing journeys, in order to create real connections in 

social and digital channels. Social media also allow companies to gather important 

information about customers and understand their buying processes (Adamson et 

al., 2012 Üstüner and Godes, 2006). This allows firms to create strong 

relationships and leverage social media to create a strong network of personal 

contacts (Hennig Thurau, Malthouse, Friege, Gensler, Lobschat, and 

Rangaswamy, 2010; Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010). Instead of one-way 

communication, social selling has the potential to facilitate dialogue between 

salespeople and relevant actors (Andzulis et al., 2012; Bocconcelli et al., 2017; 
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Trainor, 2012). It is important to highlight that social selling is not simply selling 

online, but it is a way to engage with a relevant audience and engage it thanks to 

relevant content that respond to its needs, problems, goals. Content is a key for 

social selling as B2B buyers reduce the risk perceived by practicing social buying. 

They leverage professional networks for buying support in order to increase their 

confidence in decision-making processes (Schaub, 2014). Social selling strategies 

have started to gain a relevance in B2B context, and a recent survey showed that 

82% of the buyers noted that social content has an impact on their buying 

decisions (Minsky and Quesenberry, 2016). Social selling may lead to a five times 

higher ROI and, for instance, IBM raked 400% increase in sales when it 

incorporated inbound social selling. There are many benefits derived from social 

selling activities, some of them are explained as follows: 

- Development of a strong personal branding: data suggest that social selling 

helps salespeople to demonstrate sales service behaviors and it adds new 

instruments to resource-intensive traditional channels in communication 

(Agnihotri et al., 2012). Moreover social selling activities foster the 

quantity of sales, revenue and increase qualified leads. 

- Brand awareness and organizational selling performance: social selling 

engage customers in conversation with the brand, creating a sense of 

belonging and recognition with the company. In the long-run it can also 
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lead to an increase of the overall performance and revenue of the 

company.  

- Creation and maintenance of customer relationship: having useful insights 

about customers helps to track customers’ journey, and, as a result, 

increase the engagement. Companies are able to create strong and 

meaningful bonds with customers, by giving them solutions and 

interesting hints through social media content.  

So, social selling is not simply salespeople using digital channels to sell more, but 

it is a broad concept including content marketing, acquiring insights, networking, 

and dialogue to engage customers. Social selling represents a strategic investment 

for B2B firms for grasping the opportunities emerging thanks to digitalization. 

Thus, it is necessary to carefully consider the ways in which firms can create a 

unique online experience to enhance business relationships and exploit the power 

of networking provided by social media. B2B companies need to design 

experiences that deliver tangible value in exchange for customers’ time, attention, 

endorsement and data (Baird and Parasnis, 2011). The customer and the online 

customer journey have to be at the center of this process, as it will be discussed in 

paragraph 1.7. 
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1.7 THE EVOLUTION OF CUSTOMER JOURNEY AND CUSTOMER 

EXPERIENCE  

Digitalization not only changed businesses processes and culture, but it affected 

and changed worldwide people’s lives. As a result, a new way of consumption has 

emerged and companies have to deal with a new digitalized customer. “A new 

kind of consumer means new ways of doing business” (Ilcus, 2018), so businesses 

have to change their internal processes and how they relate to customers. In fact, 

companies are using different platform of digitalization. Nowadays, companies 

are doing great transformations, bringing digital at the center of their business. 

Some companies in B2B or B2C settings and from different sectors have a 

website and, sometimes, a social media platform. McKinsey study (2015) 

underlines the benefits of implementing a digital strategy: increasing customer 

engagement and satisfaction and, reducing operational costs. In addition, the 

development and implementation of a digital strategy will result in happier, more 

satisfied customers, repeat business, referrals, and for the company higher 

profitability and growth. As a matter of fact, one of the pillars of McKinsey’s 

study lies in digitalization of the customer journey. The concept of customer 

journey and customer experience sometimes overlap, as the journey is made by 

different experiences of the customer with the firm. Lemon and Verhoef (2016) 

conceptualize customer experience as a customer journey with a firm over time 

during the purchase process along different touch points. To understand and 
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appreciate the importance of customer journey we have to identify its evolution. 

The roots of customer experience in marketing have to be traced back to 1960s 

when, thanks to the work of Philip Kotler (1967) and Jagdish Sheth (1969) the 

initial seminal theories on marketing and consumption behavior were developed 

and published. Afterwards, many theories emerged trough the years. Starting from 

the 1960s-1970s, firms started to give a greater importance to marketing activities 

by assessing an higher importance to the entire process of consumption. The 

customer buying journey started to be evaluated. The most influential model 

which is still widely used is the AIDA model, whom acronym stands for attention, 

interest, desire and action. The model has its roots back to 1969 from the work of 

Sheth and Howard The AIDA model tells us how advertising works and it shows 

the path to purchase in the customer experience framework. After the popularity 

of AIDA model, many other models started to rise, like the so-called purchase or 

marketing funnel (e.g., Court et al. 2009; De Haan, Wiesel, and Pauwels 2016; Li 

and Kannan 2014). In general, these model during the 60s and 70s were the basis 

to think holistically about customer experience and customer purchase journey as 

a multidimensional construct, so the customer experience is a series of steps the 

customer takes before purchasing a product or service.  

During the 1970s, the concept of satisfaction started to be conceptualized. 

Customer satisfaction comes from the comparison of the actual performance with 

respect to expectations. This comparison can be positive or negative and can 
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cause respectively satisfaction or dissatisfaction. However, it is not easy to 

measure it, as many metrics have to be used and it is mainly linked to customer’s 

personal perception and firm’s performance.  

During the 1980s, service marketing started to be developed as a separate 

discipline because of the peculiarity that services have with respect to tangible 

goods. In particular, services are intangible and quality is harder to assess. Among 

other, service quality was at the center of Kunz and Hogreve study (2011). In 

particular, the SERVQUAL model was developed by a group of American 

authors, A. Parasuraman, Valarie A. Zeithaml and Len Berry (1988), in a 

systematic research program carried out during the years 1983-1988.  

Figure I.1: SERVQUAL model  

 

Source: Parasuraman et al., 1988 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A._Parasuraman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valarie_Zeithaml
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonard_Berry_(professor)
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SERVQUAL is one of the most significant measurement tools to understand 

consumers' needs and wants by analyzing the experience of consumers and 

customers' satisfaction concerning the services provided along five dimensions. 

As shown in the figure I.1 the five dimensions of service quality are: reliability, 

responsiveness, empathy assurance  and tangibles which are going to be 

explained.  

- Reliability is the firm’s ability to perform the promise service accurately, 

on time and credibly  (Parasuman, Zeithaml and Berry, 1985).  

- Responsiveness is the firm’s willingness to help customer to solve a 

problem, deal with complaints, provide a fast and efficient service while 

meeting the customer’s requirement (Parasuman, 1988). 

- Empathy is the caring, consideration, and the best individualized solution 

for customers, in order to make customers feel welcomed by the firm  

- Assurance is the knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to 

inspire trust and confidence. This element is important because it create a 

sense of trust and credibility for customers. an attitude of courtesy and 

good communication skills together with technical knowledge have a huge 

impact on quality perceived.  

- Tangibles refers to, equipment and appearance of personnel. It includes 

also physical facility, equipment and communication materials. 
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SERVQUAL is used to evaluate the firm’s quality according to the five services 

dimensions by averaging the difference scores on items making up the dimensions 

(Parasuraman et al.,1985). Determining the relative importance of the five 

dimensions affecting customers’ overall quality perception is one potential 

application of the model (Parasuraman et al.,1988). By assessing a score of 

importance to the dimensions, firms can understand which are the critical 

dimensions affecting customer satisfaction. Parasuraman et al. developed a 22-

item instrument and each dimension score depends on four or five numbered 

items (Buttle, 1996). This model can be extremely helpful as many researchers 

present that service quality has a positive related relationship with customer 

satisfaction. As a result, service quality influence customer satisfaction and vice 

versa customer satisfaction influence quality (Jun and Cai, 2001).  

During the 1990s, the concept of relationship marketing started to gain relevance, 

especially in B2B marketing research. As discussed in the paragraph 1.3, the main 

constructs of relationship marketing are loyalty and trust, necessary to create 

effective and profitable relationships. Some scholars like Verhoef and Lemon 

(2016) started to shed a light on the emotional aspect of customer relationships. 

So, emotions and perceptions are relevant when talking about relationship 

marketing.  

During the 2000s there was an increasing attention given to value extraction from 

the customer relationships. The focus shifted from the importance of creating 
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long-term relationships to the importance of the customer satisfaction. Some 

research showed that long-term does not mean more profitable (Reinartz and 

Kumar 2000; Shah Kumar and Kim, 2014). As a result, the focus was on the 

importance of customer retention and extracting value from relationships. The 

notion of customer-centricity started to gain importance in the 2000s and this 

concept aim at understanding and delivering value to individual customer in a 

one-to-one approach.  

The current literature states that customer experience is “a multidimensional 

construct focusing on customer’s cognitive, emotional, behavioral, sensorial and 

social responses to a firm’s offerings during the customer’s entire purchase 

journey” (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016). Customer experience is a customer’s 

journey with a firm over time and it is created along different and multiple touch 

points. Touch points can be defined as any individual contact between the firm 

and the consumer. The concept of customer journey is a sort of itinerary that the 

customer follows over time and over online and offline touch points. This 

itinerary goes from pre-purchase (like information seeking) to post-purchase and 

it is a dynamic and iterative process. Lemon and Verhoef (2016) propose a model 

of customer journey, dividing it into three main phases, as shown in the below 

figure.  
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Figure I.2: Process Model for Customer Journey and Experience  

 

Source: Lemon and Verhoef, 2016. 

The pre-purchase stage is the first phase of customer journey where all the 

considerations and perceptions about the company’s brand, product and service 

are created. According to Jain et al. (2017) in the pre-purchase stage customers 

“get familiar, acquire knowledge, develop an understanding and if possible try 

the product or services before actual purchase”( Jain, Aagja, and Bagdare,2017). 

In this phase, common customer behaviors are: need recognition, search for 

alternatives and consideration. So, this stage includes all the consideration before 
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purchase, from the recognition of a need, impulse or goal to its satisfaction 

(Hoyer, 1984; Pieters, Baumgartner and Allen, 1995). The purchase stage includes 

the direct interaction with the firm leading to the actual purchase. This stage 

includes customer behaviors such as choice, ordering and payment. This part of 

the journey is temporally short, but through the years the importance of the 

shipping experience has emerged (e.g. Baker et al. 2002; Ofir and Simonson, 

2007). Especially in the online platform, the purchase confidence matters, such as 

security payment methods and secure delivery. The final stage is the post-

purchase which includes all the interactions with the brand after the actual 

purchase. It is crucial to manage all touch points in this phase as it can generate 

also non-purchase, but still important, behaviors such as word-of-mouth and other 

forms of customer engagement (Van Doorn et al., 2010). Some research showed 

that the post-purchase phase may lead to a “loyalty loop”, so the customer may 

feel the desire to buy again company’s offerings, so re-purchase, or start the 

process from the pre-purchase phase, considering all the sets of alternatives. This 

stage incorporates the actual collaboration and it is also the phase in which the 

business relationship in B2B has the possibility to get started. Thus, for example 

working on the customer’s project, fulfilling the customer’s expectations and 

value co-creation take place in the post-purchase phase. From the firm’s side, this 

process has to be taken into consideration in order to identify which are the 

relevant touch points in each stages that have to be considered. Managing 
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strategically the touch points can be a key to success. As showed in the table, 

Lemon and Verhoef (2016) distinguish among four different categories of touch 

points along the customer experience: 

1. Brand-owned: these type of touch points are under firm’s control. It 

includes both media, like advertising, Website and social networks, and 

any element of the marketing mix, for instance packaging, sales force, 

service.  

2. Partner-owned: partners may include marketing agents, distribution 

channels , communication channel partners. The service marketing theory 

suggests that the contribution of partners in the delivery network is central, 

as the boundaries between the company and its partners often blur.  

3. Customer-owned: these touch points are customer actions that are not 

controlled by the firm or its partners. Decision of method of payment, 

needs and goals are included in this category. Moreover, customers 

become co-creators of value, with or without the firm approval (eh. Vargo 

and Lusch, 2004).  For instance, customers may post videos or picture 

about the usage of some firms’ product, like the idea of “IKEA Hacking” 

where customers post innovative ways to use IKEA products.  

4. Social/ external: these touch points are, for example, other customers, 

information sources, environment that can influence customer’s decision  

journey. The peer-to-peer communication is one social touch point that 
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firms have to consider as customers can easily influence other customers. 

The word-of-mouth process, whether online or offline, has a great impact 

on the customer’s behaviors, and its effects are comparable or even greater 

than advertising (Baxendale et al., 2015). In addition, website, social 

media, search engine are online places where people gather important 

information and, when they are not firm-owned touch points, the company 

must take into consideration anything online pages are saying about it. For 

instance, online forums and review can shape significantly the customer 

decision of buying a company’s product or service.  

Identifying all different touch points along the customer journey allow the 

company to shape the customers’ perception of the brand. Customers today have 

access to many different sources of information and they can find many 

alternatives along their path to purchase. Additionally, the concept of loyalty has 

changed over time. As pointed out in paragraph 1.3, loyalty is about repurchase 

and retention, but Kotler (2017) suggest that loyalty is displayed mainly in 

advocacy to others. Therefore, the customer become a sort of brand ambassador 

for the company and is willing to speak up for the brand, if the experience with it 

has been remarkable and pleasant. The firm should provide a seamless and omni-

channel customer experience. This means that the customer journey has to be 

fully integrated along online and offline touch points. The different phases of the 
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journey are interconnected and the result has to be a fluid experience with no 

interruptions. Customers have to be driven to the actual purchase by managing all 

the points of contact between the firm and the potential client. Researchers have 

demonstrated that firms with integrated channels are more successful than those 

using single-channel  or multi-channel approach, where touch points are not 

coordinated (Sousa et al. 2006.). Developing a seamless and omni-channel 

experience is important because each interaction with a customer plays an 

essential role in enhancing the quality of the customer relationship (Madaleno et 

al. 2007.; Payne et al. 2004). Therefore, today’s relationship marketing is not only 

developed through physical interactions but thanks to the integration of online and 

offline tools. The challenge for companies is to identify all the different channels 

where they can extract value and create a strong relationship. Then, they should 

identify the so called “moments of truth”, that is the critical touch points that have 

the higher influence on customer journey (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016).  

1.8 THE ROLE OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE IN B2B SETTING 

The construct of customer journey gather importance not only in a business-to-

consumer environment, but also in the business-to-business one. In the B2B 

context, the customer experience is embedded in the idea of relationship and it is 

part of the endeavor to build and maintain long-term relationships (Meyer and 

Schwager, 2007; Palmer, 2010). In a B2B context there are multiple actors, 
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interacting in different ways (Håkansson et al., 2009 ), with different sets of 

objectives depending on their role and different perceptions (Mikolon et al., 

2015). In this context, buyers are not only looking at the quality of the product or 

service from the supplier, but they are looking for support and risk reduction. As a 

result, the exchange of value between the parties lie ultimately on the service 

proposed and a personalized B2B customer experience (Meyer and Schwager, 

2007). The online world has to be taken into consideration by business markets as 

experiences may start online or may start offline and continue online. The use of 

new digital communication channels is essential to create an integrated, targeted, 

and measurable communication process that helps companies acquire and retain 

customers while building deeper relationships (Mulhern, 2009). However, B2B 

firms are not fully aware of which digital elements they should include in their 

processes and which strategy they should follow (Wertime and Fenwick, 2008). 

Research shows that content and interactivity are two important element for 

digitalization. First of all, interactivity is central because the two-way 

communication is important to create a strong relationship that can last long. The 

tools of Web 2.0 turn to be very helpful to collaborate, communicate, share and 

connect with each other (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010; O’Reilly’s, 2005). 

Secondly, content creation acquires a great importance and firms have to pay 

particular attention in publishing interesting, useful and helpful content to meet 

buyers’ need. Communication online is done through content creation, via blog, 
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website or social media platform. For instance, Genitle et al. (2007) found that 

customers interpret different types of information on a website (text, imagery, 

video and audio) from both a cognitive and affective perspective with each format 

having an influence on the customer’s online experience. Basically, every online 

touch point has an impact on the customer journey and firm have to consider the 

online experience as important as the offline activities. Finally, customer 

experience is positively correlated to customer satisfaction (e.g. Jain et al, 2017; 

Johnston and Kong, 2011; McColl-Kennedy et al, 2015), customer’s commitment 

and loyalty and thus, to long-lasting relationships between customers and 

companies (Jain et al, 2017; Johnston and Kong, 2011; Lemon and Verhoef, 

2016). Customer experience is a powerful tool through which companies are able 

to differentiate in today’s markets (Jain et al, 2017; Johnston and Kong, 2011) 

where customers are less loyal and bombarded with many new brands and 

solutions. Positive customer experiences build customers’ trust towards the 

company, which ultimately leads to a positive to influence on the emotional bonds 

developed between customers and companies (Johnston and Kong, 2011). It is 

also noticed to have a strategic relevance, as providing a unique customer 

experience provides companies with the opportunity to build important and lasting 

customer relationships (Zolkiewski et al, 2017). Also Lemon and Verhoef (2016) 

propose that trust influences customer experience. According to them, trust may 

have an indirect effect on it by decreasing feelings of uncertainty. According to 
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Lemon and Verhoef (2016), also so called “halo effect” of trust to customer 

experience shall be considered. The “halo effect” suggests that people tend to 

assume that one positive trait, implies the presence of other positive traits.  

In conclusion, strong business relationships are based on various aspects, 

including trust and customer experience which are also closely linked with each 

other. These concepts are both crucially influencing the customer’s willingness to 

continue the relationship with the business partner as well as affecting the 

customer’s willingness to invest its resources to maintain the business 

relationship. To deliver a bonded B2B customer experience firms have to rely on 

all the instruments at their disposal, from traditional meetings and events to social 

media contacts. The four pillars of this bonded experience are trust, 

communication, interdependence and integrity (Hollyoake, 2009). Thus, in B2B 

markets it is important to deploy an integrated multichannel strategy, 

characterized by continuous processing and analyzing customer data, using the 

whole capacity to interact with customers via different channels to provide 

comprehensive customer experience. The goal of integrated multichannel strategy 

is to reach brand consistency, customer experience consistency, ensuring 

consistent communication and customer service across different channels, 

optimizing return of investments in various channels (Payne and Frow, 2004). For 

instance, Agnihotri et al. (2016) argue that social media should be used to 

continuously deliver information from the firm to B2B customers throughout the 
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sales process. In fact, social media extends the capability with which salespeople 

can help buyers by enhancing the overall information communication flow, which 

in turn influences satisfaction. Social media and other digital instruments can 

enhance business relationships allowing the co-creation of value between different 

business actors. Customers themselves are becoming more vocal, sophisticated 

and demanding on what they expect and co-creation has become an important and 

innovative way for firms to be fast and efficient in creating new products and 

services, meeting buyers’ needs and expectations (Weber, 2011).  
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CHAPTER 2: DIGITAL MARKETING STRATEGY AND 

TOOLS FOR B2B COMPANIES 

 

2.1 DIGITAL MARKETING STRATEGY: THE IMPORTANCE OF 

CONTENT CREATION  

In chapter 1 the discussion was focused on the deep change that digitalization 

brought to relationship marketing activities, especially for the business-to-

business setting. After having highlighted the importance of using the new digital 

channels also for marketing activities, this chapter will focus on how B2B 

companies can apply a digital marketing strategy to enhance their businesses and 

foster the relationships with their partners and buyers. Recently, research on 

digital marketing in B2B settings is increasing. We can identify four main benefits 

that digital marketing can bring to B2B and B2C companies: 

1) It increases efficiency of communications with prospects and clients 

(Sharma, 2002; Walters, 2008); 

2) It enhances the quality of customer relationship and generates better 

interactions (Berthon et al., 1998; Welling and White, 2006); 

3) It creates awareness and helps build brands (Järvinen et al., 2012; Welling 

and White, 2006); 

4) It increases sales leads, that is a person or organization that can potentially 

become a client (Bodnar and Cohen, 2012; Welling and White, 2006). 
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Moreover, the interactive nature of new communication technology has 

emphasized the importance of interactivity and efficiency. As discussed in 

paragraph 1.4, the rise of the Web 2.0 made users active participants of online 

activities and also content creators (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2010). This explains 

why social media platforms are becoming very popular, also in professional 

settings. However, some research (Michaelidou et al. 2011) showed that the 

majority of industrial firms regard the use of social networking platforms as 

irrelevant to their business strategy. Therefore, B2B companies show relevant 

barriers to adoption of digital tools (Buehrer et al., 2005). Some organizations 

have been slow to adopt new technologies due to perceived barriers such as lack 

of money, time and training. Some companies are reluctant about the usefulness 

of social media because of their unfamiliarity with the new rising digital tools 

(Buehrer et al., 2005), and also scholars have only recently started to associate 

social networks to business markets. Nevertheless, those firms using social media 

see its benefits in attracting new customers, cultivating relationships, and 

increasing awareness. Practitioners and consultants perceive social platforms as 

being most useful for B2B companies in acquiring new customers (Bodnar and  

Cohen, 2012).  

The essential condition for any digital marketing activity is content creation and 

sharing. Therefore, content marketing has become the key of a successful online 

marketing strategy and the most important tool for digital marketing (Baltes, 
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2015). Content marketing can be defined as: “creating, distributing and sharing 

relevant, compelling and timely content to engage customers at the appropriate 

point in their buying consideration processes, such that it encourages them to 

convert to a business building outcome” (Holliman and Rowley, 2014). This 

definition highlights the role of content marketing as an inbound marketing tactic 

directed at generating valuable content based on the needs of potential buyers who 

have already searched for information on a product or service (Halligan and Shah, 

2010). Content is the tool that B2B marketers use to help and inform customers, 

and consequently build customer relationships (Holliman and Rowley, 2014). It is 

fundamental to create content according to the target audience, as one of the 

biggest mistakes in the strategy of content marketing is to omit the analysis of the 

audience (Baltes, 2015). Creating specific profiles of possible consumers can be a 

powerful tool to create the right content for the right audience, so usually profiles 

of buyer persona are delineated together with the content marketing strategy, as it 

will be discussed in paragraph 2.2. According to Halligan and Shah (2010), 

content marketing involves creating valuable content, starting from the needs of 

potential buyers, who have actively engaged in searching information about 

products and services, both online or offline.  

Thus, B2B content marketing activities should be balanced between online and 

offline tools: content can be delivered through activities such as posting articles 

and hosting webcasts (Järvinen and Taiminen, 2016) or in the physical 
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environment through in-person activities such as conferences and meetings. A 

survey of 1102 B2B marketers in North America in 2016 by the Content 

Marketing Institute and MarketingProfs (Pulizzi and Handley, 2016) found that 

89% of the respondents apply content marketing to their strategy, and 88% 

consider it an important component of their overall marketing program. B2B 

content marketing strategies are different from traditional advertising-centric 

marketing, as it does not seek to persuade customers of the specific benefits of the 

product sold. Advertising or paid media works by placing ads in media to which 

target customers are attracted because of a medium's content, for example an ad in 

a trade magazine. The medium provides exposure and attention to the ad, and the 

whole message is designed to convince the customer of the value of the product or 

service. Even though the use of content marketing activities is becoming more 

popular in the B2B context, it is not easy to assess its importance and how it 

should be integrated with in-person contacts and traditional marketing techniques. 

In the particular setting of B2B service provider firms, content is mainly aimed at 

engaging with employees and customers. In particular, in the service sector there 

is the need of changing the culture from “selling” to “helping” (Holliman and 

Rowley, 2014; Jefferson and Tanton, 2013). Thus, B2B practitioners state that 

“great content adds value by helping the audience to do something better, or by 

solving a specific problem or pain they have in their professional life” (Holliman 

and Rowley, 2014). Sometimes content has little to do with the products and 
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services provided by the firm (Davis, 2012), but it is a way to be closer to clients 

and create a strong and long-lasting relationship. Peppers and Rogers (2011) 

identify the four key elements of a content marketing strategy that could enhance 

relationships: shared values among the partners; interdependence and mutual 

value; good quality communication; and, non-opportunistic behaviors.  

B2B buying processes are characterized as multi-stage and complex, involving 

many decision-makers. Content marketing gather great importance throughout the 

whole buyers’ journey, from the pre-purchase stage to the purchase stage, and 

then to further assist customers in the post-purchase (Harrison-Walker and 

Neeley, 2004). The post-purchase stage is important, as business-to-business firms 

are likely to form strong bonds with those suppliers who satisfy their needs as 

organizations in this stage (Tellefsen, 2002). In addition, there is evidence that 

B2B buyers are influenced by information from numerous sources, and very 

frequently their first source of information is internet (McMaster, 2010). Indeed, 

Adamson et al. (2012) found that B2B customers typically completed around 60% 

of a purchase decision before any conversations with a supplier.  

In general, content marketing goes beyond selling and traditional marketing 

activities and it focuses on providing consumers with value in the form of relevant 

information and ideas. There are many different types of content boxes like social 

media, website, search engines, forums, and different types of content forms such 

as text, images, videos, articles, webinar, and virtual meetings.  
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Even though content marketing is changing the way companies sell and 

communicate with its target audience (Vinerean, 2017), some B2B firms are still 

very reluctant on the application of a digital content marketing strategy for their 

businesses, as it is sometimes perceived as not relevant. A study conducted by  

Wang, Malthouse , Calder, and Uzunoglu (2019) on the application of content 

marketing activities, investigated on the relative effectiveness of in-person versus 

digital B2B content marketing in service provider firms. The variables used in the 

study were: the number of sales leads, that is number of sales opportunities 

initiated in a fiscal year that are associated with an account, and won 

opportunities, that is the number of sales opportunities that are associated with an 

account and won by the service provider in a fiscal year. The results showed that 

the more an account engages with the service provider's digital events, like 

webcasts or digital content online, the more sales leads and won opportunities 

increase. As a result, marketing can play a complementary role to the sales force's 

orientation to personal selling by emphasizing digital content marketing. 

Moreover, attending an in-person event requires more involvement from an 

employee than attending a digital event, because the employee must physically 

travel to the event, requiring additional time and travel costs. Consequently, 

engagement with in-person events did not have a significant positive effect on 

lead generation. In fact, taking part to online meetings have a cost close to zero, 

whereas having an in-person event has a substantial cost. In conclusion, service 
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firms should take the time to invest independently in building online and offline 

activities to create strong and trustful relationships (Kingshott, Sharma, and Nair 

Pillai, 2019). 

Once B2B firms have understood the benefits of a content marketing strategy 

online, the further step concerns the application of such strategy. Odden (2012) 

propose a content marketing strategy and he identifies six main steps, as shown in 

the figure below. 

 

Figure II.1: Content Marketing Strategy. 

 

Source: Odden, 2012. 
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1. Objectives: the first step deals with the identification of the overall 

business goals and content marketing channels goals. Pulizzi (2014) identified a 

number of different business goals that content marketing activities may reach. 

For instance, increase brand awareness and engagement with the company; lead 

conversion and nurturing by providing the customer with many information and 

engaging content; customer conversion; customer service and retention. Brand 

awareness can be defined as the buyer’s ability to identify the brand in sufficient 

detail to make a purchase (Rossiter and Percy, 1997). Customer engagement is a 

psychological state that occurs by virtue of interactive customer experiences with 

a focal object (e.g., a brand) in service relationships (Brodie et al. 2011); higher 

engagement leads to a greater brand loyalty and satisfaction (Jaakkola and 

Alexander, 2014). Lead Generation is defined as "the action or process of 

identifying and cultivating potential customers for a business’s products or 

services” (Lexico.com, 2017). The closely related term Lead Nurturing, is the 

process of building and nurturing relationships with ongoing, valuable 

communications, whether or not the prospect becomes a customer (McGlaughlin 

et al. 2012). These are the most relevant objective that a B2B company can follow 

throughout their digital marketing strategy. 

2. Audience: research customer segments and develop profiles of customer 

types with similar characteristics (i.e. buyer persona).  
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3. Content plan: it is about identifying relevant content mix, topics and 

desired outcomes. The outcome of content plan is an editorial calendar for content 

marketing purposes, which normally consists of Audience, Goals, Topic, and 

Content type/ media. It is important to have a versatile content plan in order to 

provide target-audience with useful content at the right time. 

4. Promotion: the content should be exposed to new and relevant audience, 

by promoting it in the platforms chosen (i.e. SEM activities). 

5. Engagement: grow social networks and communities to foster advocacy 

and reinforce sharing behaviors and electronic word-of-mouth (e-WOM). 

6. Measurement: measure if business goals are achieved through content 

marketing efforts, and then refine future content marketing efforts accordingly. By 

looking at online metrics and analytics it is possible to have a real-time 

measurement of how the firms’ content is valued by the audience and how people 

interact with it. 

In the following paragraphs the discussion is going to be focused on the 

touchpoints that B2B companies should consider in order to implement a 

successful content marketing strategy: website, marketing automation, search 

engine optimization (SEO) and search engine marketing (SEM), buyer persona, 

and social media, in particular LinkedIn. 
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2.2 DEFINITION OF THE TARGET AUDIENCE: HOW TO DEVELOP 

THE BUYER PERSONA 

Content marketing activities online requires companies to have a clear idea on 

who their target audience is and have a deep understanding about customers’ 

needs and expectations. As underlined in chapter 1, firms should take a customer-

centric view, pooling in a common CRM database all the information about 

customers, prospects and leads, in order to create and maintain a strong business 

relationship.  

The realization of buyer persona is a key step in the strategy definition that can 

help companies to give a clear direction to their online campaign, putting the 

customer at the center of the strategy. Inbound marketing is strongly based on the 

buyer personas that best represent the ideal customers of a company and acts as a 

base for the content creation. Buyer persona can be defined as an archetype, a 

composite picture of the real people who buy, or might buy products and serviced 

offered by a particular company. In other words, it is a representation of the 

buyer, whose characteristics emerge from direct interviews, and from behavior 

observed anywhere else: at industry conferences, in online forums, through social 

media (Revella, 2015). 

In the process of creation of buyer personas, the firm has to investigate deeply on 

the issues that the customer and prospect encounter when they meet the company 

(Kurvinen and Sipilä, 2014). The company has to track the whole customer 
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journey in order to know where and how the customer is obtaining the 

information. However, customers are exposed to a constant flow of information, 

and company’s messages must attract the customer’s attention. Interviewing the 

potential or existing customers and getting into their mindsets can make 

companies achieve this (Kurvinen and Sipilä, 2014; Urban, 2004). Also Pulizzi 

(2014) states that the best way to gather clear insights about the customers is to 

have in-depth conversation with the buyers that have turned into customers. This 

allows creating the buyer personas that will then be the base of all content creation 

and all content marketing activities. 

According to Pulizzi (2014) there are four main questions that can help firms to 

create their personas: 

1. “Who is he or she?”. With this question companies describe the main 

characteristics of their buyers. 

 2. “What’s their need?”.  This question explains not only the reason why the 

customer need the product or service provided by the company, but also which 

kind of information they need and which are their main concerns. 

3. “Why does he or she care about us?”. This is why our persona wants to engage 

with us and why he or she has to choose the company’s offerings.  

4. “What unique value proposition (UVP) do we offer this persona?”. The 

company has to emphasize the way their product or service will uniquely help this 
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person meet their needs. The UVP is a useful tool for the whole content marketing 

strategy and a starting point for the company’s storytelling.  

Moreover, to understand properly the buyer personas, it is important to know what 

drives them. For instance, describing in detail their daily routine and aspiration in 

life. Pulizzi (2014) states that buyer personas have to be described as if they were 

a good friend.  

In fact, the more detailed the buyer persona is, the easier it is to create content 

(Kurvinen and Sipilä, 2014). Consequently, creating relevant content leads to a 

higher discoverability from the search engines used by the target audience (Tanni 

and Keronen, 2013). However, external features, especially in a B2B business, 

should not matter much when creating the personas. Indeed, there are some 

differences rising if the company has to define a B2C or a B2B buyer persona. 

Firstly, a B2B buyer has to be considered as a whole organization and not a single 

buyer. Therefore, while a consumer buys following his or her own interests and 

needs, a B2B buyer has to consider his or her organization’s guidelines and 

common goals.  

Secondly, the purchase journey of a consumer is guided by his or her instincts and 

personal experiences, this explains why the B2C buyer persona definition has to 

include the person’s interests and aspirations in life. On the contrary, a B2B 

persona is guided by ROI (Return On Investment), logic, revenue and other 

objective variables at the moment of buying.  
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Thirdly, the definition of B2B buyer persona means also to find the right person 

that have influence on decision-making processes. It is not easy to understand an 

organization’s dynamics of power, but it is an essential step for the whole 

strategy. Therefore, being able to address the exact person that has the power to 

decide and buy for the whole organization allow marketers to be more efficient, 

avoiding to lose time and money addressing the wrong people in the organization 

hierarchy. 

In conclusion, according to SalesManago’s Case Study (2016), using buyer 

personas can lead up to 210 % increase in total traffic in company’s website and 

97 % increase of acquired leads through the website. 

 

2.3 THE COMPANY’S WEBSITE  

In chapter 1, the presence of trust and an omni-channel buyer experience in B2B 

marketplaces were highlighted as key ingredients for relationship marketing. One 

of the many internet-based tools to generate trust and a positive experience is the 

website. In fact, some research has recently showed the positive impact of website 

design and ease of use on customer experience (Martin et al, 2015; Trevinal and 

Stenger, 2014). Genitle et al (2007) found that customers interpret different types 

of information on a website (text, image, video and audio) from both a cognitive 

and affective perspective and each format has different impact on the customer’s 
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online experience. Therefore, customers engage both in a cognitive and affective 

way to the company’s website. McLean (2017) analyzed two variables that have a 

strong impact on the website experience of online customers: information quality 

and website credibility. Firstly, information seeking can be defined as “the totality 

of human behavior in relation to sources and channels of information, including 

both active and passive information seeking and information use” (Wilson, 2000). 

This process brings much uncertainty and can be considered as complex by 

customers. In fact, in B2B settings where time is a constraint, individuals are 

likely to abandon the search process if it takes a longer time than expected. So, the 

successful information search is positively related to satisfaction with the 

experience online. As a result, information quality is a key aspect to start a 

relationship, and it can be defined as the accuracy, relevance, pace of publication 

and the usefulness of information provided on a website (Flanagin and Metzger, 

2007). Katerattanakul (2002) suggests that the reliability of the content on a 

website can have a positive correlation with trust and make the customer to 

perceive lower risks and thus help the customer to make a decision, which will 

ultimately have an impact on satisfaction.  

Secondly, website credibility refers to the level of trustworthiness that the website 

conveys to its users (Fogg, 2003). If customers perceive the website as being 

credible and containing good quality information, customers will have a 

successful search. Therefore, it is important to pay particular attention to the 
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credibility of the website and the quality of the information provided on B2B 

websites. The most common form to increase credibility lies in the customers 

assessing accreditation and associations to the brand of the website, its aesthetics, 

and sources used on the website (Flanigin and Metzger, 2007).  

Usability
1
 is another important factor to consider in order to provide a positive 

online experience on the website. First of all, the mobile revolution described in 

paragraph 1.4 requires websites to be “mobile-friendly”, which means that the 

website has to adapt to the smaller screen of a mobile phone. All content in the 

website has to be responsive and usable for all types of smart phones. Thus, 

website interface quality matters for customers, as it is part of the overall online 

experience carried out by the user interacting with the website (Zviran et al., 

2005). In conclusion, B2B firms should consider the importance of a well-

structured website as it is usually the first touch point with the buyer that can 

shape the whole buyer’s journey.  

 

 

                                                 
1
 Usability: the usability of a website tells us how effectively, efficiently, and satisfactorily its 

visitors or users can see, or examine by other means, the website. That includes everything a user 

would typically experience when they visit the website including any navigation bars, menus, 

content, images, videos, hyperlinks, buttons, forms, games, etc. (Source: Health IS Technology  

Blog, https://health.usf.edu/is/blog/2018/03/13/What-Is-Website-Usability--Why-Is-It-Important). 

https://health.usf.edu/is/blog/2018/03/13/What-Is-Website-Usability--Why-Is-It-Important
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2.4 OPTIMIZATION OF THE COMPANY PRESENCE ONLINE: SEM 

ACTIVITIES 

SEM is the acronym for Search Engine Marketing and it embodies all the 

activities to promote a website and being found by the right people at the right 

time in search engines. There are two ways a customer will find a business 

website via a search engine: through an organic result listing, based on search 

engine optimization— SEO, or a pay-per-click (PPC) listing. These concepts 

acquired a great importance because online users seek for information through 

search engines, so marketers have been interested in addressing it, taking the 

customers’ prospective (Olbrich and Schultz, 2008). Therefore, search engines are 

considered a prime source for being noticed by new leads and customers, this 

explains why search engines are considered relevant online communication 

channels (Olbrich and Schultz, 2008; Barnes, 2007). 

SEO is the acronym for Search Engine Optimization and it comprehends all the 

practices designed to increase the visibility and number of visitors that a website 

or a webpage receives from organic (i.e. unpaid) results (Ledford, 2009). 

According to Web Design Library (2017), SEO can be defined as a natural or 

rather an organic way of ensuring that a website comes out on top when someone 

searches for a particular product or a particular keyword in search engines. The 

objective of SEO is to increase website visits by ranking the website very high in 

the results of searches, according to appropriate keywords describing the content 
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of the website. In fact, whenever users searches for information, they provide a 

particular phrase or a keyword instead of the complete web address, and after the 

search engine use that keyword to find the relevant web pages and show it in a list 

with the most relevant pages.  

Content creation is fundamental for being found organically in search engines, as 

SEO not only makes use of keywords, but it can also carry out different kinds of 

searches including image search, local search, and industry-specific vertical 

searches (Kritzinger and Weideman, 2013). In general, SEO is based on the belief 

that the position and the frequency a site ranks in the Search Engine Results Page 

(SERP) influence the number of visitors it will receive from the search engine’s 

users. SEO can be applied to many different websites and can target different 

types of search, including image, video search, local, news or academic search 

(Saura et al., 2019). For instance, companies can modify the title tag
2
, meta-tags

3
, 

heading tags
4
, links, and other areas of the page in order to ensure that the search 

engine’s algorithm gives the page a higher score in comparison to other pages that 

qualify to be displayed in the search-results pages.  

                                                 
2
 Title tag: HTML tag used to define the text in the top line of a Web browser, also used by many 

search engines as the title of search listings (Source: Marketing Terms, 

https://www.marketingterms.com/dictionary/title_tag/). 

 
3
 Meta-tag: Tags to describe various aspects about a Web page (Source: Marketing Terms, 

https://www.marketingterms.com/dictionary/meta_tags/).  

 
4
 Heading- tag: The heading tag is used in HTML to define headings of a page. Headings are 

defined by <hn> , with “n” being a number between 1 and 6, and determines which position a 

heading has in the hierarchy of the heading structure (Source: Ryte Wiki, 

https://en.ryte.com/wiki/Heading_Tag).  

https://www.marketingterms.com/dictionary/title_tag/
https://www.marketingterms.com/dictionary/meta_tags/
https://en.ryte.com/wiki/HTML
https://en.ryte.com/wiki/Heading_Tag
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In addition, SEO is one of the most influential activities in the field of online 

marketing which defines the steps taken to organically grow a site’s relevancy by 

building links, writing strong content or submitting to search sites (Malaga, 2007; 

Newman et al., 2018). SEO and PPC campaigns should be carried out in a 

complementary way, in order to attract prospects and clients (Nigro et al., 2012). 

With pay per click campaigns, companies pay the search engine for placement in 

the sponsored section of the search-results pages. Unlike traditional online 

advertising, with PPC advertisers pay only when users actually click on an ad, that 

explains the name “pay per click”. Pay per click is used to describe a variety of 

overlapping practices that in essence refer to linking individual websites to 

specific keywords for payment (Moxley et al. 2004). For PPC and SEO campaign 

the main activity is to find the right keywords, that is a word or phrase which 

identifies the content or concept of a webpage (Wilson and Pettijohn, 2006). The 

keywords have to reflect what a potential client might type when searching for a 

product or service online. After having found a panel of keywords, the company 

has to select and identify those that describe directly and relevantly its business 

and offerings. Indeed, to reach an organic position (SEO activities) those 

keywords have to be included in the website, in text or in image and video files 

names (Butterworth, 2015). In the PPC campaign, after having identified the most 

relevant keywords, the company has to make a bid for those words, so the 

company sets a price it is willing to pay if a customer click on their advertisement 
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in the search result for a specific keyword. In general, more specific terms are 

cheaper than general terms, but they might generate less traffic. Finally, the search 

engine ranks higher the highest bid but positions are re-calculated continuously as 

competitors may change their bid at any time (Kitts and Leblanc, 2004). 

A PPC campaign can be costly, especially with the growing competition for 

popular keywords. SEO, on the other hand, does not require cost for sponsorship, 

but SEO cannot ensure top rankings (Visser and Weideman, 2011). Furthermore, 

it can take time to experience ranking increases as a result of SEO implementation 

on a website (Zuze, 2011). The main hurdle to implementing an effective SEO 

program is the fact that each search engine has its own requirements, which means 

that a website optimized for one search engine is not necessarily optimized for the 

others (Sen, 2005). A further complexity is that search engines also continuously 

change their ranking algorithms; consequently, websites need to update constantly 

their SEO strategy, which can become costly. The biggest SEO advantage is that 

if applied correctly, the website will occupy the main area of a search engine’s 

result page, and thus search engine users will easily note it (Neethling, 2008).  

 

2.5 MARKETING AUTOMATION AND E-MAIL MARKETING 

Marketing automation involves a software platform that can be used to deliver 

content based on specific rules set by users. The objective is to attract, build and 
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maintain trust with current and prospective customers by automatically 

personalizing relevant and useful content to meet their specific needs (Kantrowitz, 

2014; Hubspot, 2015). The term personalization generally refers to the 

customization of content at an individual scale (Montgomery and Smith, 2009). 

Marketing automation is about understanding the unique needs of any customer. 

Therefore, the more personal and relevant a message is, the more likely that the 

message will be effective (Petty and Cacioppio, 1986). Marketing automation 

capitalizes on techniques similar to Web analytics by tracking website visitors’ 

online behaviors through the use of cookies and IP addresses (Järvinen and 

Karjaluoto, 2015; Wilson, 2010). Notably, tracking individual behaviors over time 

requires that a user gives some relevant information by completing a website 

contact form. Marketing automation exploits both active and passive means of 

learning about potential buyers. Active approaches involve directly asking 

questions, and passive approaches involve utilizing information on past 

transactions or click stream data (Montgomery and Srinivasan, 2003). In the 

marketing automation context, active approaches refer to content delivered to 

customers that includes links to websites associated with questions, such as asking 

if the contact would like to find out more about a particular topic or would like to 

be contacted by the firm. Based on these active and passive tools, a software 

program can personalize messages and detect the buying stage a potential 

customer is engaged in (Kantrowitz, 2014). B2B companies can leverage these 
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tools to guide potential buyers engaged in different stages of the B2B sales 

process.  

Buttle and Stan (2015) define some benefits that marketing automation can bring 

to marketers. First of all, it helps to increase marketing efficiency thanks to a 

greater control over costs. Plus, it creates a greater reactivity and real-time 

marketing. Another benefit of marketing automation lies in the customer 

experience, which is enhanced through personal communication and unique 

messages to customers. Indeed, clients and prospects receiving customized 

messages feel more engaged with the brand. As a consequence, through marketing 

automation the company can acquire new customers or nurture the relationship 

with existing ones. 

Marketing automation is an evolution and a complement for CRM strategies and 

data pooled in a common CRM database can be used for personalized messages to 

clients and prospects, hence increase loyalty and nurture the relationship 

(Boulding et al, 2005). In addition, marketing automation can be used in order to 

develop and implement an email marketing campaign, automate repetitive 

business tasks, create a database for present and potential customers and develop 

an automated campaign to increase business sales. Email marketing is a tool for 

marketing automation that is used to send targeted messages to an individual, 

groups of people, or market segments (Mullen and Daniels, 2009). The primary 

objectives of email marketing strategies are building loyalty, trust, and brand 
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awareness (Mogos and Acatrinei, 2015). Zhang et al. (2017) have noted that email 

marketing has a positive effect on attitudinal loyalty toward the brand and the 

company. In addition, when emails are sent based on permissions, customers 

become active participants in the communication process (Hartemo, 2016). So, 

clients and prospects should give the company a signal about their willingness to 

receive emails from the company, for example by filling a contact form or signing 

up to the newsletter. This is part of the inbound marketing strategy previously 

mentioned, which means to deliver content and relevant information to those 

people who showed interest in the company’s offering (i.e. fill a contact form). 

Finally, email is highly traceable (Baggott, 2007), so for marketers it is easy to 

measure the level of interest showed to a particular email, product, or message. 

Marketing automation together with email marketing enable personalization at 

scale, with a higher degree of personalization and access to personalization that 

would be otherwise more difficult to reproduce.  

 

2.6 SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING STRATEGIES IN B2B COMPANIES  

Nowadays, social media are central to digital marketing strategies for B2B 

companies. At the beginning, social media in business-to-business marketing was 

only about connecting between people, but after reaching new customers became 

an important factor of social media when advertising possibilities were published 
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in the social media sites. Social media transformed later on into a major part of 

marketing strategy and not just a channel of delivering simple ads and messages 

(Green, 2016). Social media platforms are new tools for B2B firms, which support 

the general marketing strategy and offers new possibilities to reach people, while 

deepening customer relationships. Thanks to an active participation in social 

media, B2B companies can reach new customers, also offer some benefits, and 

make the customer feel more comfortable during the whole buying process. Social 

media can be a support to the selling process, but also a way to show 

trustworthiness to buyers and enhance business relationships, as discussed in 

paragraph 1.5.  

Using social media in a digital strategy means creating and sharing content, 

bearing in mind who is the target or buyer personas of the company. Therefore, 

the two main activities are: content creation and content curation. On the one 

hand, content creation means that the marketers generate the content by 

themselves by writing blog posts, taking pictures, writing articles or making 

videos. On the other hand, content curation is about sharing other people’s posts 

and content. (Kawasaki, 2014).  

For B2B firms, it is also fundamental to design professional profile and publish 

interesting content in order to succeed. According to Kawasaki (2014), people 

make their judgment about the profiles and posts in seconds, so in order to 

succeed in social media, the profile should have a good design, people should be 
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able to find you easily and the impression transmitted from the profile should be 

pleasant and trustworthy. In order to succeed, the social media marketing strategy 

has to include data collection and interpretation. Metrics are usually elaborated 

inside social media, in the form of written evaluations. These metrics are 

important in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the use of social media and 

understand what users value the most (Leväinen, 2020). 

The starting point for a strategic approach to social media is social listening. 

Amaresan (2020) explains that social listening is about observing social media 

platforms for different reasons such as direct mentions, feedback from customers 

and competitors. In general, marketers should track what people say and value 

about the company and the industry in general. This observing is followed by a 

report of the received data, which again create further information and 

opportunities to act in these insights. For B2B companies it is essential to choose 

a social listening channel and really examine the data gathered from social 

listening in order to follow the reach, keep up with the risk management and 

online reputation as well as the possibility to know how the customers are 

behaving in social media. There are many different social networks that can be 

used by firms but this document is going to focus on the use of LinkedIn, which 

can be considered the most suitable social media for B2B companies and 

relationship marketing purpose. 
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2.6.1 LinkedIn  

LinkedIn is a social platform composed by professionals that link with each other 

for business purposes through networking opportunities, business discussions, 

information exchanges, industry news, professional groups, among other 

functionalities (Montes de Oca, 2012). With 660 million users in more than 200 

countries and territories across the globe (LinkedIn, 2019), LinkedIn is the most 

popular business networking site due to its simplicity to use and the services 

provided  by the free option (Butow and Taylor, 2009). If initially it was a hiring 

network, based on job seeking and online resumés (Nemo, 2014), with time it 

evolved into a resource for networking, influencer relationship building and lead 

generation opportunities, purely associated with business and work-related 

subjects (Marketo, 2014).  

LinkedIn’s popularity rises at a time where B2B sales processes suffer 

considerable alterations, as the current buying-journey became more difficult to 

track and, before any type of contact with a sales professional; buyers’ research is 

made on different touch points available to address buyers’ challenges (LinkedIn 

Corporation, 2014). Buyers became indifferent to the old cold calling and 

emailing and require a direct and personalized contact with sales professionals in 

order to learn and explore their unique characteristics, instead of pushing a 

particular product or service to them (LinkedIn Corporation, 2014). Thanks to the 

easiness in communicating with prospects and clients, companies all over the 
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world have started to use this platform to create awareness of their brands and 

their products in the first phases of the purchasing process (LinkedIn Corporation, 

2017). To do so, firms communicate who they are, what they do and the unique 

value and benefit they can deliver to a specific audience (Nemo, 2014). LinkedIn 

is considered the best professional platform for growing personal influence, 

building a loyal referral networking and attracting targeted customers (Sammons, 

2015). Since it is filled with decision makers and high-level executives more than 

any other business website (Turner, 2015), it is a powerful tool to create and 

enhance business relationships. All relationships can be established in real-time 

with proactive techniques, which means finding, engaging and generating leads, 

and reactive ones, such as immediate responses to prospects viewing the profile 

and engaging them with relevant content (Nemo, 2014). Over time, and if they are 

able to engage audiences with quality content, firms can become thought leaders, 

which means recognized authorities in their specific field. Achieving this 

prestigious position increases engagement with the audience, which will 

ultimately lead to generate quality leads and new businesses (LinkedIn 

Corporation, 2017). For Carter (2013), LinkedIn, just like other social networks, 

removes the physical barriers of face-to-face meetings and accelerates the 

networking process. However, Turner (2015) shares a different view, stating that 

the platform should not be seen as a replacement for in-person meetings, it is just 

an easier way for sales professionals to contact and identify possible leads. For the 
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author, online and offline techniques need to be complementary for a successful 

strategy.  

Ultimately, reports demonstrate that LinkedIn’s popularity in the B2B setting is 

increasing: 79% of B2B Marketers rate it as the most effective social networking 

site (Crowd Research Partners, 2015); 89% consider it the best platform to 

achieve marketing objectives (Regalix, 2016) and B2B organizations declare it the 

most popular social media platform for their type of business (Siamagka et al., 

2015); 86% of B2B marketers prefer LinkedIn due to its effectiveness in 

networking and B2B lead generating. Facebook on the other hand is ranked as the 

second most popular social media platform among B2B marketers at a rate of 

73% (Digital Marketing Community, 2018).  

Through LinkedIn, companies and professionals can share their expertise through 

both their personal and company’s accounts, participate in interesting 

conversations and create networks and relationships (Sivonen, 2015). According 

to a study by LeadForce1 (2010), now LeadFormix, LinkedIn drove more leads to 

B2B websites than any other site, and nearly three times the number as Twitter. 

HubSpot (2011) reported that 61 percent of B2B companies using the social 

network have acquired a customer through LinkedIn. This was the largest 

percentage of customer acquisition from social media sources, including the 

company blog. So, LinkedIn has been proved to not just drive leads, but to 

convert leads to customers. 
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2.6.2 LinkedIn: the opportunities for a B2B company 

When writing about LinkedIn’s possibilities, Turner (2015) states that even 

though recruiting and job seeking are the most common tools of the platform the 

practice that really leverages its full potential for B2B marketing activities. 

Therefore, this social network allows companies to connect with prospects and 

later convert them into sales leads in focused, targeted and systematic ways. 

LinkedIn’s capability of generating leads comes from its central focus on allowing 

users to exchange value with one another, thanks to content creation activities. 

According to Turner (2015), it is highly important to nurture the relationship 

before the sale, taking time to develop the prospect and allow him/her to get to 

know and trust the company. In the following lines, the main functionalities of 

LinkedIn are going to be discussed. 

• Crate a company page 

LinkedIn gives its users two possible ways to build a presence on LinkedIn: 

creating a personal profiles or a company page. The company page has to be 

complete and perfectly optimized in case a prospective customer searches for 

companies, products and services in that specific industry or receives the content 

from a company or another member and decides to click through the profile/page 

to learn more about the firm (LinkedIn Corporation, 2017). Even if creating a 

personal profile is the only requisite to have a LinkedIn account, building a 

company page should be a first step to prepare the platform for lead generation 
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(Marketo, 2014). Company pages are essential to build a brand presence on 

LinkedIn, acting as a source of information for candidates and clients to learn 

more about a firm’s unique characteristics (Linkedin Corporation, 2014). 

According to Carter (2013), companies’ pages allow firms to perform their main 

activities, from selling products and services to attracting employees, gather 

followers, do public relations and even improve the firm’s ranking at search 

engines. Therefore, they will need to be fully optimized as that will be decisive for 

the number of followers gathered. These followers are open to hear from a 

company and they expect the firm to share interesting and engaging content. 

Indeed, the company page, together with the website, becomes the container of 

the content created and spread by the company. On LinkedIn it is possible to find 

all types of content, such as text, images, links, videos, slide presentations, 

articles, which need to be published with consistency, since followers will not 

consider the company if they do not see updates appearing frequently (Sammons, 

2015). According to the LinkedIn Corporation (2014), these status updates are a 

highly effective way to nurture relationships with prospects. When posted, they 

appear on their LinkedIn feed and if they feel encouraged to like, comment and 

share them, the content will become more popular in LinkedIn’s ecosystem. For 

Bodnar and Cohen (2012) status updates are an effective technique to drive 

quality and target leads to blog posts and landing pages.  
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• Develop Business Relationships.  

A peculiarity of LinkedIn lies in the fact that it is composed by personal profiles, 

and this reflects the fact that business networks are not created by companies, but 

by individuals (McDonald, 2016). If an employee is active on LinkedIn, his/her 

profile has to be optimized and to reflect the company he/she works with. 

According to Carter (2013), if the employee is helpful, kind, and shares useful 

information it will have a positive impact on the customer, who will ultimately be 

more likely to engage with the company. Personal profiles on LinkedIn allow 

many content marketing functionalities, not only it is possible to share updates, 

but also there is the possibility to post updates in groups and to publish articles in 

LinkedIn’s internal publishing platform. If there is a good coverage of valuable 

and relevant topics in a professional way, relationships with possible customers 

will be easily developed and strengthen, and the article will expand its reach, not 

only inside but also outside of LinkedIn (Sammons, 2015).  

• Acquire customers.  

Even though LinkedIn focuses on building profiles and developing content to 

attract prospects, it also offers professionals the opportunity to find prospects, by 

researching and locating them. The process of reaching out to possible customers 

inside LinkedIn follows four gradual steps: the first is about identifying the ideal 

prospect, which means to find the right person that holds the power to make 

decisions and not simply finding a possible company interested in the offering 
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(Sammons, 2015; Turner, 2015); the second step is searching for him/her on the 

platform (Dodaro, 2014; Sammons, 2015, Stearn, 2016); the third is sending 

him/her a personalized invitation to connect (Bodnar and Cohen, 2012; Houlahan, 

2016; Sammons, 2015; Turner, 2015), the fourth point is about developing a 

continuous relationship until it converts to a lead (Houlahan, 2016; Nemo, 2014, 

Dodaro, 2014). For professionals on LinkedIn the main objective is to develop a 

smart network where the user stays consistently visible and attracts the right 

opportunities to his/her business (Sammons, 2015). LinkedIn can be a powerful 

tool for marketers to understand the hierarchy and how power is split in the 

buying company. Making a deep analysis of the buyer company’s employees on 

LinkedIn makes the selling company aware of who they should address to. This 

analysis on the social network turns to be helpful also to delineate the buyer 

persona. In fact, as pointed out in paragraph 2.2, the B2B buyer persona definition 

needs to take into consideration the role of the persona and his or her position in 

the decision making process. Indeed, finding the right person with power to buy 

for the organization and send direct and tailored messages to him or her, by 

understandig the expectations, problems, needs and requirement. This makes the 

selling process more efficient, avoiding to spend time and money talking to the 

wrong people or addressing unnecessary issues. 
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•  Join and create groups.  

Due to the fact that LinkedIn strongly relies on the value of content marketing and 

networking, it allows to create groups, where professionals with the same 

particular interests can come together to “share content, find answers, make 

business contacts, and establish themselves as industry experts” (Linkedin Help, 

2018). Users can request to join the groups that are aligned to their field of interest 

(Sammons, 2015). As soon as they become members, they are able to share 

informative and useful content (McDonald, 2016; Ruffolo, 2018) and to create 

relationships with other members (Carter, 2013; Ruffolo, 2018; Sammons, 2015). 

Carter (2013), Sammons (2015) and Turner (2015) agree on a set of advantages 

that come from creating a group and being the leader of it. From groups the user 

gets control, reputation and tough leadership. In addition, groups allow creators 

the opportunity to send newsletters by email, sharing any desired content, and 

easiness in attracting new leads. Professional groups on LinkedIn allow the 

company to follow its objective of lead generation and lead nurturing. Despite its 

positive aspects, Bodnar and Cohen (2012) advice professionals not to create a 

group as at the beginning of their LinkedIn strategy, because it is better to take 

time to analyze how they should be run. Sammons (2015) explains that unless the 

company already has a big following in the industry, creating and nurturing a 

quality group is a slow and steady process that demands huge commitment and 

can be time consuming (Stearn, 2016).  
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•  Paid solutions.  

In general, organic visibility and engagement continues to decline across major 

social media platforms, so the future trend is social ads. Social ads are particular 

types of advertising created specifically for social media platforms. Advertising 

offered by LinkedIn is not as saturated as the ads on other social platforms, mostly 

because its ability to target professionals is unmatched (Sammons, 2015). In one 

of its marketing guides, LinkedIn Corporation (2017) identifies five advertising 

solutions for reaching and engaging with ideal prospects:  

1. Sponsored Content: paid promotions behind status updates that allow 

companies to reach a targeted audience beyond their page follower; 

2. Sponsored InMail: personalized messages that go directly to targeted prospects’ 

inboxes; 

Display Ads:  visual ads that display the member’s profile information to a 

targeted audience; 

4.Text Ads: that display the same information in a form of a headline with a small 

image; 

5. Dynamics Ads : highly customizable and dynamic format that allows the 

audience’s participation.  

 

LinkedIn also offers users the possibility to upgrade their accounts to premium 

ones, with different possibilities adapted to the member’s needs – there are 
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options for job seekers, sales and talent professionals and for the general 

professional who wants to get more out of LinkedIn (Linkedin Help, 2018). 

Nonetheless, Ruffolo (2018) underlines that a paid campaign on LinkedIn tends to 

be more expensive than one on Facebook or Google AdWords, so it might be too 

costly for a small enterprise.  
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CHAPTER 3: DEVELOPING A DIGITAL MARKETING 

STRATEGY IN BUSINESS MARKETS: THE RES 

CONSULTING CASE 

 

Methodological note. The content of the third chapter comes from a curricular 

internship. The internship at RES Consulting  was the result of the interest showed 

by the associates in building an online presence for the business. Therefore, 

during and after covid-19 lock down many small firms started to increase their 

interest in digital channels, as they allowed companies to keep the connections 

with their clients. Physical meetings were forbidden and the only way to maintain 

the relationship was internet and phone calls. As a result, RES consulting felt the 

need to stay connected with its clients online and start deploying a digital strategy 

for the future years.  

3.1 THE COMPANY RES CONSULTING 

RES Consulting is a small consulting firm located in Potenza Picena, province of 

Macerata (Italy). It was founded in 2010 by three associates: Robi Bartolacci, 

Emanuel Taddei, and Silvia Marini. In fact, RES is the acronym of the three 

accountant and business advisors who decided to band together their study 

background, expertise and know-how to support companies in the whole activities 

of business management. Their mission is to support companies in the 

management of business processes, helping firms to be conscious about their 
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internal issues and find together possible solutions and actions that can optimize 

their business and solve the problems. The main point of strength of RES 

Consulting is the problem-solving ability of its associates and staff, who deploy 

their knowledge and experience to optimize the company-client internal and 

external management. The goal of the professional consulting activity delivered 

by RES Consulting is to make the company client more competitive in the market 

by individuating their strengths and weaknesses. All the activities are based on the 

analysis and interpretation of firms’ data in order to study deeply the company’s 

processes and be able to create feasible plans and future strategies to deploy.  

The consulting activities are carried out not only by the three partners, but also by 

some external collaborators. The work is split based on everybody’s area of 

competence and all the members work together to provide the best solutions and 

services to companies. More specifically, the services offered by the company are: 

- Financial, accounting and fiscal consulting services. This activity 

comprehends the externalization of administration and book-keeping, the 

elaboration of firms’ data, the process of drawing up the budget, fiscal analysis, 

determination of tax and assistance in the presentation of tax declaration. In 

addition, the company provides assistance in extraordinary corporate transactions, 

such as acquisitions, mergers and demergers.  

- Competitor analysis. This activity includes the identification of the main 

competitors and the definition of the direct and indirect ones. The distinction is 
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made considering the company’s main activities, areas of interest and dimension. 

The analysis is carried out using the last balance sheet of the client, using the 

economic indexes, debt levels, financial structure, investment policies, etc. 

- Training. The training activity is about planning and making classes on the 

management control, economic, financial and patrimonial analysis. The classes 

are thought to train the administrative and managerial personnel of the company-

clients. 

- Temporary management. This service proposed by RES Consulting is an 

alternative with respect to consulting and traditional leadership. The figure of the 

temporary manager is a highly qualified professional to whom is outsourced the 

governance of the company in critical moments to ameliorate the organization’s 

performance and support the development. 

- Internationalization. The consulting firm strongly believe that 

globalization brought many challenges to companies. Thus, the international 

expansion increased the competition, also in traditional sectors of Italian 

manufactory. Moreover, internationalization help companies to reduce costs and 

increase sales, finding new clients beyond the boundaries. RES Consulting offers 

its expertise for companies that would like to grow their business internationally, 

guiding the client in all the phases of the process. The consulting activity is 

carried out through: market analysis and  development of plans for 

internationalization; creation of international joint ventures and direct investment 
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activities; financial and economic analysis and profitability evaluation of 

international investments; retrieve financial resources in the new market; 

assistance in the process of finding local partners and negotiations for the new 

international branch.  

- Revenue management. The main goal of this activity is to maximize the 

employment, the revenue and the company’s profit through the introduction of 

revenue management activities.  

 

Thanks to the variety of activities carried out by the consulting firm, the 

companies-clients of RES Consulting show many different characteristics in terms 

of sector, dimension, location and issues. However, the expertise and experience 

of the team is able to provide constant and careful consulting support to its clients. 

The relationship with clients is usually long-lasting and characterized by mutual 

loyalty. Thus, the high quality business relationships created and maintained with 

clients are vital for the firm and the members’ ability to develop such 

relationships is at the core of the firm’s success. 

 

3.2 SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS: INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL DIGITAL 

AUDIT 

The first step to create a digital marketing strategy was the analysis of the actual 

internal situation. RES Consulting had a low rate of digitalization and few 
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channels working online. A key aspect for RES Consulting is to create and 

maintain relevant and long-term relationships with their clients. In the past they 

used to maintain business relationships only through face-to-face meetings, phone 

calls and e-mails, but then the company decided to use digital platforms to keep 

and evolve their relationship marketing activities. As a result, RES Consulting 

decided to start a digitalization process because the company is aware of the fact 

that its clients are using online platform and different digital touchpoints that can 

be used as tools to enhance the business relationships. 

At the beginning, their online presence was limited to the website with no other 

touchpoint available online. The website analysis revealed some critical issues 

related both to the content strategy and the web usability. First of all, the website 

was not updated and had some wrong information about the team and the firm’s 

activities. In addition, the website was very old-fashioned in terms of graphic and 

usability, and also not very performing, for instance it is not mobile-friendly and 

this can be an issue for the Search Engine Marketing (SEM) activities which were 

explained in paragraph 2.4. While analyzing the website, some problems were 

found, in terms of usability of the website and in the content used. 

The usability problems were: 

- It is not possible to call the company directly from the website or sending 

an email by clicking on the phone number or email. The absence of a 
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direct link to the contacts of the firms makes hard for users to 

communicate with the company. 

- The absence of a contact form through which clients could contact directly 

the company and ask for more information and queries. 

- It is very easy to subscribe to the Newsletter, however there is no 

newsletter updated to send to the subscribed users. 

- The lack of a search bar makes hard for users to find the desired topic. 

Indeed, the prospect might prefer to search directly in the website with 

specific keywords in order to understand quickly if the company might 

satisfy its needs. 

The content problems were: 

- The profiles of the three members are described in depth, but the external 

collaborators and team members are not specified.  

- From the website it is not clear which segment they are serving and who 

are their company-clients. There should be a section with the names of 

their clients to increase the word of mouth process and give a higher 

prestige to the services provided.  

- It is not easy to understand what is the core business and the services 

proposed by the firm. A more effective description of the firm can be 

helpful to solve this problem. 
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- The tone of voice in the description of the team members is very friendly 

and their skills and competences are not clearly exposed. 

 

The second step to define a digital marketing strategy for RES Consulting was to 

analyze the external environment, which was carried out through the analysis of 

some consulting firms with an online presence. The consulting firms are 

considered competitor of RES Consulting because they carry on similar activities 

in Italy, in fact all the firms analyzed are composed by groups of professional 

accountants providing consulting services to different type of businesses. 

Moreover, the choice of the competitors to analyze took into consideration their 

presence online, therefore, the companies chosen have a website and a LinkedIn 

company page, next to other social media platforms. Those firms similar to RES 

Consulting, but without a digital presence, were not considered in the analysis. 

Thus, the competitors have been also the starting point for the creation of a digital 

strategy for the company, and some of them were taken as “best-practice” to 

establish an online presence for RES Consulting. In particular, the monitoring 

activity was carried out by observing the following consulting firms: MBS 

Consulting, based in Milan; M&IT Consulting, based in Bologna; Studio Barale, 

based in Torino; Cubo Consulenza, based in Bologna; Studio Impresa, based in 
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Civitanova Marche. The analysis was carried out by looking at the activities on 

the website and on LinkedIn. 

Table III.1. Competitors’ websites analysis. 

Website 
Mobile-

friendly 
Type of content 

Contact 

Form 

Link to 

the social 

media 

platforms 

Blog 

MBS 

Consulting 
Yes 

Clear description of 

the company’s core 

business; News 

section where they 

post industry 

updates. 

Yes Yes Yes 

M&IT 

Consulting 
Yes 

Clear description of 

the services 

proposed; articles 

in the News section; 

content organized 

in different 

sections. 

Yes Yes No 

Studio 

Barale 
Yes 

Clear description of 

the company and its 

services, updated 

newsletter. 

No No No 

Cubo 

Consulenza 
Yes 

There is not a clear 

description of the 

company, but their 

services are well 

explained in 

different sections. 

Yes Yes No 

Studio 

Impresa 
Yes 

Information divided 

in different pages of 

the website, not 

Yes Yes Yes 
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very clear their core 

business; they 

frequently post in 

the News section 

and in the Blog 

 

Table III.2. Competitors’ LinkedIn page analysis. 

LinkedIn Followers 
Pace of 

publication 

Type of content 

shared 

Other social 

media 

MBS 

Consulting 
8163  

Once a 

week  

Videos, company’s 

updates, newspaper 

articles 

Facebook 

M&IT 

Consulting 
225 

Once a 

month 

Company’s 

updates, newspaper 

articles 

No  

Studio 

Barale 
179 

They have 

zero posts 

on 

LinkedIn 

-  Facebook 

Cubo 

Consulenza 
1924 

Once or 

twice a 

month 

Company’s 

updates, articles 

from the blog, 

newspaper articles  

Facebook, 

Twitter, 

YouTube 

Studio 

Impresa 
198 

Once a 

week 

Articles from the 

blog, company’s 

updates 

Twitter  

 

As shown in the tables III.1 and III.2 it emerged that: 

- All of the competitors have a highly performing website with clear 

descriptions of their activities and mobile usability. 
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- The majority of the firms analyzed have direct contact form through which 

they get in contact with clients or send newsletters.  

- The majority of competitors’ websites have a button to go directly on the 

social media used, in order to create a direct link between the two 

touchpoints.  

- Two of them have a company blog, but only one of them, Studio Impresa, 

is constantly publishing updated articles in the blog. Two firms also have a 

“news” section where they frequently publish press articles and sector 

updates. 

- All the consulting firms are optimized for the search engine Google. 

Indeed, it is easy to find them when using some keywords like: 

“consulenza aziendale”, “studio di consulenza aziendale”, “società di 

consulenza aziendale”. 

- All of the firms analyzed use at least one social media platform. Three of 

them use Facebook, two of them use Twitter, only one of them use 

YouTube. It is interesting to notice that all of the firms have a LinkedIn 

account, therefore, as pointed out in chapter 2, LinkedIn is a professional 

social networking site that can bring many benefits to relationship 

marketing activities, which are essential for this type of business. Made 

exception of the firm Studio Barale, the social media used are displayed 

on the website, in order to create a direct link between the website and the 
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social network platforms. To visit the firms’ social media, the user can 

simply click on the button with the social media icon. 

- On LinkedIn they use similar call-to-actions, in fact the call-to-action 

button at the top of their pages is always “visit the website”. However, the 

companies analyzed show different paces of publication. In reality, the 

analyzed consulting firms do not follow a pre-established pattern in the 

publication process, some post once a month, other twice a week, but none 

of them show constancy.   

- The content posted on LinkedIn comes from corporate blogs, articles from 

specialized press and company’s updates. In addition, the tone of voice 

used is always very formal, as their actions are aimed at reaching a 

professional audience. Through LinkedIn posts they seem to follow a 

double objective: promote their services to prospects and clients and, at the 

same time, informing the audience by posting updates and news which can 

be interesting for their follower and prospects. 

 

3.3 DEFINITION AND APPLICATION OF A DIGITAL MARKETING 

STRATEGY 

3.3.1 Objectives Definition 

After having analyzed the internal and external situation, together with RES 

Consulting team, a digital marketing strategy was defined. The associates showed 
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their interest in establishing a stronger digital presence, using not only the website 

but also social media. In particular they decided to create a new performing 

website and a LinkedIn company page, as they saw in this professional 

networking site an opportunity to grow their business and prestige. They 

established the macro objectives that they wanted to follow through the digital 

marketing strategy. 

1. Brand awareness.  

With this objective, the company would like to increase the buyer’s ability 

to identify the brand. In general, RES Consulting would like to use digital 

channels to increase its popularity in the sector and become well known 

also in the online platforms. 

2. Lead generation and nurturing.  

As defined in paragraph 2.1, it means to identify and cultivate the 

relationship with potential customers who can be interested in the 

company’s services. For RES Consulting, a digital strategy can generate a 

greater interest on the consulting service provided and create and maintain 

strong and long-lasting business relationships. 

3. Engagement.  

The ultimate goal of the strategy is to increase customer engagement 

which might lead to a greater degree of loyalty and satisfaction, two 

central aspect for the business carried out by RES Consulting. In fact, 
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having loyal and satisfied customers is essential for a service company like 

RES and it is considered the key of success for the three associates. 

3.3.2 Buyer Persona  

After having analyzed the internal and external situation, and having defined the 

main objectives to reach, the company’s target audience was identified. In 

particular, four buyer personas have been defined in order to comprehend the 

different type of clients that RES Consulting already has and those that the 

company would like to convert into clients. The definition of the buyer personas 

was carried out through a deep analysis of the firm’s client base. Firstly, the intern 

looked at the different company-clients’ websites to define who they are, their 

main activities and industry in which they operate. Moreover, the intern looked at 

the database of clients created and updated by RES Consulting, where it is 

possible to find information regarding the size of the companies, the main issues 

solved by the consulting team, the job position of the people with whom the 

firm’s consultants refer to (i.e. finance manager). Secondly, together with one of 

the three associates, the intern identified four main profiles of clients, describing 

their daily job routine, ways to communicate, main issues and goals. In particular, 

three of them, the CEO Buyer, the Finance Buyer and the Administration Buyer 

are representations of actual clients that RES Consulting already has. The Start Up 

buyer is the representation of a possible client that can be interested in RES 
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Consulting services. This buyer persona is the result of an analysis carried out by 

the intern, who was asked to find a new opportunity that the consulting firm can 

find in the market, especially using digital touchpoints. As a result, considering 

the fact that many start up companies might find great opportunities in 

international markets, the Start Up buyer  persona was defined as a possible future 

client. 

1. CEO Buyer: the buyer persona is the representation of a middle-aged CEO of a 

small company made of 1-10 employees. He has a bachelor’s degree economics 

and is the owner of a technology company, operating in different countries 

worldwide. In his job routine he usually communicates through phone calls, social 

media platforms, e-mail and face-to-face meetings. His job is measured by 

revenue, ROI and profitability, and his main responsibilities are: employees’ 

management and formation, accountancy, and customer care. His main objectives 

are increasing the client-base, increase ROI and, ultimately, become an industry 

leader. One of the main challenges of his job is to prevent firm’s crisis, analyzing 

the problems in time to avoid financial breakdowns, which are a real threat for 

this type of industry. He gains information by using social networks, such as 

LinkedIn and Facebook, online newspapers, industry conferences, and word-of-

mouth. This buyer is interested in lowering the internal costs and find new 

markets in which he can expand the affairs, and he needs a consulting firm to 

prevent issues and crisis of the business. 
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Figure III.3. CEO Buyer. 

 

Source: Canva, 2020 

2. ADMINISTRATION Buyer: she is an administration employee in a medium-

sized manufacturing company. Her main responsibilities are the general 

management of the company and of her department, book-keeping activities, tax 

compliance, and cost management. Her goals and objectives are finding better 
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ways to gather and spread data in the organization, making internal processes 

more efficient, and initiating projects to increase sales. Her job is measured 

according to the accounting reliability, data management and the initiation of 

innovative, and creative projects. She prefers to communicate with the company 

through e-mails, phone calls, face-to-face meetings, social media, and text 

messaging. Additionally, to enhance her knowledge and skills she is used to 

follow online courses, industry webinars, industry-specialized newspapers, 

websites, and social media related account, mostly Facebook and LinkedIn. This 

buyer is constantly working with an external consultant who help her in the 

overall administration activities and internal management, in order to control costs 

and finance indicator to prevent any possible crisis.  
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Figure III.4. Administration Buyer 

 

Source: Canva, 2020 

3. FINANCE Buyer is an employee in a big company of food and beverage, with 

many subsidiaries spread around the world. He is the manager of the finance 

department and he has the responsibility to manage and control the finance 

activities of all the subsidiaries of the company. He prefers to use phone calls, 
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emails, social media, video conferences and virtual meetings as methods of 

communication. His job is measured according to his team’s productivity, revenue 

management, ROI and the whole subsidiaries’ financial performance. His main 

work responsibilities are team management, communication with the decision-

making center (CEO and associates), cost control and training of the subsidiaries’ 

local financial managers and employees. The main objective of his work is to 

decrease overall cost and expenses and, at the same time, increase the 

organization’s profitability. He gains information through online newspapers, 

industry webinars and social networks, in particular LinkedIn. The Finance buyer 

needs an external support to control and manage the financial situation of all the 

subsidiaries, a complex activity that requires to constantly evaluate different costs 

and indicators.  
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Figure III.5: Finance Buyer 

 

Source: Canva, 2020.  

4. START UP Buyer: she is a young CEO of a small startup working in the 

fashion sector. The company is composed by a small number of employees. Her 

job responsibilities are the human resources and e-commerce management, and 

she is also the creative director of the brand. The job is measured according to her 
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team’s creativity, ROI and profitability. Her main objective is to internationalize, 

in order to increase the client-base and become a well-known international brand 

in the fashion industry. She gathers information through social media, websites 

and online courses. Her preferred methods of communication are text messages, 

video conferences and virtual meetings, e-mails and social networking platforms, 

especially Instagram, LinkedIn and Facebook. She needs an external consulting 

firm to be guided in the internationalization process since she is planning to 

expand her business abroad to keep it profitable in time. In particular, she would 

like the consulting firm to help her in the process of finding new partner and 

suppliers in key-markets. 
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Figure III.6. Start Up Buyer 

 

Source: Canva, 2020. 

3.3.3 Digital Touchpoints: The Website and LinkedIn  

The buyer personas defined in paragraph 3.3.2. have in common the fact of using 

online platforms, especially websites and LinkedIn to gather information and find 
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relevant business relationships which can help them in expanding and increasing 

the quality of their job. Consequently, the consulting firm should be present in 

those touchpoints where their prospects and clients are more likely to spend time 

on. By providing relevant information in those online spaces the firm may be able 

to attract potential clients toward its services.  

Starting from that assumption, the firm decided to improve its online presence by 

leveraging two important touchpoints: the company’s website and LinkedIn. 

Regarding the website, as emerged in the internal situational analysis, there were 

some aspects that needed to be changed and modified in order to perform in terms 

of visits and usability. Therefore, the associates decided to create a new and more 

updated website that should include: 

- The new website will have an updated description of the three associates, 

next to the description of the new members of the team and external collaborators. 

The description of the team members should be professional and more focused on 

the skills and competences, using a formal tone of voice to reflect the core 

activities of the company. 

- The newsletter will be updated twice a year. The associates decided to 

publish more frequent updates and news directly on LinkedIn. Thus, the LinkedIn 

icon will be added to the website to create a direct link between the two 

touchpoints. Clicking on the icon will allow users to go directly to the LinkedIn 
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company page. The newsletter will include updated information on the services of 

RES Consulting, events and future opportunities. 

- A search bar will be included, so that the user can easily look for the 

desired topic once he or she is navigating in the website. 

- The website will include a page called “Our clients”, where the consulting 

firm can display the names and brands of its client-base. This might help the 

word-of-mouth process and increase the company’s prestige and popularity.  

- A contact form at the bottom of the page which will allow prospects to 

contact directly the company and ask for information. In addition, RES 

Consulting can generate leads as the prospects will give some of their information 

while filling the contact form, such as e-mail, name of the organization, problems 

and/or needs concerning their business. This new feature is central to initiate 

marketing automation activities, therefore, the company can use the contacts of 

the prospects to increase lead generation and send targeted emails to convert them 

into clients. Instead of sending one-to-one messages, the company can have 

standardized ways of approaching to clients and start a conversation with them. 

This allows the company to understand who is really interested in its services. For 

example, those companies filling the contact form might be answered with the 

same standard email that contains a phone number or a personal job email of the 

professional consultant that the prospect can contact to get more information and a 

solution to its needs and issues. 
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The website creation is outsourced to an external agency and it will be available in 

January 2021.  

In general, the website will be a mean through which the company can show its 

activities and areas of expertise, and the main objective of the website is to have 

better position in search engines, increasing the number of visitors and qualified 

leads. Therefore, the company would like to appear in the first page of search 

engines when users search for keywords like: “controllo di gestione”, 

“consulenza aziendale Marche”, “consulenza per aziende”. The keywords are in 

Italian because their clients are based in Italy and they would like to increase their 

presence in the Italian landscape.  

The company’s SEM activities will be divided in SEO activities and PPC 

campaigns. SEO means that the firm would like to be in the first positions of the 

search engines organically, thanks to the use of the previous mentioned keywords 

in the website content. At the beginning, to launch the new website, the firm 

decided to deploy a pay-per-click (PPC) campaign to start to be in the first 

positions of the search engines’ results, making bids on the Italian keywords that 

represent their activities (“controllo di gestione”, “consulenza aziendale 

Marche”, “consulenza per aziende”). 

Secondly, the RES Consulting team decided to open a company page on 

LinkedIn. The choice of this channel comes from the fact that through this social 
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network the company can get in contact with professionals and decision-makers 

of their target-companies. The page name is “RES Consulting Stp” and it includes 

the company’s logo, contacts, location, description of the main activities, and the 

link to the website. The presence of the personalized button “Visit the website” is 

necessary to create a strong synergy between the two digital touchpoints, in fact 

also on the website a button that links directly to the LinkedIn page will be added. 

This link allows the company to reach the goal to generate qualified leads on the 

website, where prospects can fill the contact form and get in contact with the 

company.  

The company page is managed by the intern and a professional accountant from 

RES Consulting who is in charge of checking and publishing industry updates and 

articles.  

Regarding the content strategy, the first step was to define the pace of publication. 

It was decided to post at least once a week, in order to have constancy in the post 

publishing and increase the followers’ engagement with the page. Therefore, 

posting more rarely might decrease the interest showed in the page. The posts and 

updates are published during working days, usually on Mondays that is the start of 

the week when people go back to work and want to read some interesting 

information online. However, if there are interesting topics to talk about, the firm 

decided to post more than one post a week to engage the public and increase the 

follower-base.  
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The tone of voice is formal, as RES Consulting is a firm made by professional 

accountants that should display an image of reliability, expertise and 

professionalism. The main goal is to inform the audience on interesting topics 

around the field of accountancy, consulting activities carried out by RES, and 

industry updates. The content comes from third parties, like industry online 

newspaper, LinkedIn professionals’ pages, and articles written on LinkedIn by 

RES Consulting team members, or updates published directly in the company 

page. In particular, the associates showed interest in informing the audience on the 

management control topic, as they believe that it is their core strength and 

something that is valuable and interesting for all type of company-clients they 

have or wish to acquire. In the following images there are some examples of the 

content marketing strategy applied on LinkedIn.  
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Figure III.7. Content from Newspapers 

 

Source: LinkedIn, 2020. 
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Figure III.8. Article from a RES Consulting professional accountant’s LinkedIn 

account 

 

Source: LinkedIn, 2020. 
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Figure III.9. Company’s update post 

 

 

Source: LinkedIn, 2020. 
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3.3.4. Tactics and KPI 

As previously mentioned, the associates showed their interest in establishing a 

digital presence, using the website and LinkedIn as main touchpoints. The main 

reason for using these touchpoints was to change and innovate the relationship 

marketing approach by using digital channels to increase and maintain long-term 

business relationships. To reach the objective, they used digital channels to inform 

existing clients about news of the industry and updates of their services, and 

expand the client base by finding new business opportunities online. After having 

identified three main objectives, the following step was to define tactics and KPI 

(Key Performance Indicators) to achieve them. Therefore, the general objectives 

defined have to be split in practical tactics, and KPI will help to understand if the 

tactics are bringing the company closer to reach the pre-established objectives. 

KPI can be defined as quantifiable metrics that allow to track and measure the 

goals of the digital strategy. Thus, they are very specific and measurable in order 

to track the daily performance of the actions taken online. The KPI reflect clearly 

the results of the strategy in the short-term and enable firms to take corrective 

actions to reach the pre-established goals. To define the KPI, the data available 

through the website will be used (i.e. number of daily visitors and contact form 

filled), and also LinkedIn statistics, which are available after the creation of a 

company page. For example, under the post published on LinkedIn there are some 

indicators of organic statistics: 
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1. Impressions : The number of times each update is visible for at least 300 

milliseconds with at least 50% in view on a (signed in) member’s device screen or 

browser window. 

2. Unique impressions : The number of times your updates were shown to 

unique (signed in) members. 

3. Clicks: The number of clicks on your content, company name, or logo by a 

(signed in) member. This does not include interactions (shares, Reactions, and 

comments). 

4. Reactions, Comments, and Shares : The number of reactions comments, 

and times your content was shared by members, including Direct Sponsored and 

video posts. 

5. Engagement rate: This percentage shows the number of interactions plus 

the number of clicks and followers acquired, divided by the number of 

impressions. 

It is also possible to monitor the click to the personalized button, in this case 

“Visit the website”, visits to the page, post views, visitors of the page and many 

information related to followers (i.e. job position). 

 

The tactics and KPI for every objective were defined as follows:  
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 Brand awareness 

TACTICS KPI 

Invite prospects and clients to become 

followers of the page 

Have at least 50 new organic followers 

by the end of 2020 

Optimize the website to be found in the 

first page of search engines 

Have at least 30 visits to the website 

every month, by the end of 2021 

 

Invite LinkedIn followers to visit the 

website 

Have at least 20 visits to the website 

through the LinkedIn button “Visit the 

website” by the end of March 2021. 

Ask employees and partner to share the 

post published to increase views 

Have at least 300 organic views on 

each post, by the end of 2020. 

Sponsor the page and posts 

Sponsor at least 2 posts of the page and 

have at least 15 clicks by visitors and 

followers, by the end of 2020 

 

 

 Lead generation and nurturing 

TACTICS KPI 

Create a mailing list 

Have at least 30 contact forms filled by 

prospects on the website by the end of 

2021. 

Search and contact firms who might be 

interested in RES Consulting services 

Find at least 3 decision-makers on 

LinkedIn and send a business proposal, 

by the end of 2020. 
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Invite clients to be active in the 

LinkedIn page to increase word-of-

mouth 

Have clients sharing at least one post 

published by RES Consulting by the 

end of 2021, and share weekly updates 

useful for prospect and clients. 

Inform the audience on the services 

provided 

Have at least one request of 

collaboration on LinkedIn Message by 

the end of 2020; have 20 subscriptions 

to the newsletter by the end of 2021. 

 

 

 Engagement 

 

TACTICS 

 

KPI 

Generate discussions around desired 

topics on LinkedIn 

Have at least 3 comments under the 

articles published by the end of June 

2021. 

Create and share engaging posts 
Have a percentage of interest equal or 

superior to 10% by the end of 2020. 

Share articles and news that can be 

interesting for the audience 

Have at least 10 share per post and 20 

reactions to the posts, by the end of 

2021. 

Post frequently and share updates on 

trending topics 

Reach an engagement rate of 10% for 

every post by the end of 2020. 

 

As shown in the tables, the KPI are very specific and measurable thanks to 

LinkedIn statistics.  
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3.3.5 Digital marketing insights: preliminary results 

In this paragraph some preliminary results of the digital strategy are presented. 

The website will be available in January 2021, so, even if the structure and the 

strategy are ready, there are no preliminary results to show.  

On LinkedIn a company page was created on June 2020 and the results obtained 

can be showed through LinkedIn statistics. Figure III.10 shows the company’s 

page statistics for the last month (September 2020). Overall, there was an increase 

of the number of followers from zero to 70, it has 1.2K post impressions, 53 

unique visitors, 15 clicks on the personalized button.  

 

Figure III.10. LinkedIn Company’s page general statistics. 

 

Regarding the visitors’ profile, there are people with different job functions in 

Consulting, Marketing, Healthcare services, Accounting, Business Development, 
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Sales, Program and Project Management (see figure III.11). Furthermore, as 

shown in figure III.12, the majority of them works on the management consulting 

and consumer services sectors, with a smaller amount employed in IT and 

services, Banking, Apparel&Fashion, Financial Services, Automotive, 

Professional Training & Coaching, Human Resources.  

The visitors’ distribution per industry type and job functions seem to reflect the 

target audience of RES Consulting, thus matching with the buyer personas 

formerly presented. 

Figure III.11 Visitor demographics. Data for Industry. 

 

Figure III.12. Visitor demographics. Data for job function. 
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The posts have different organic statistics. The most engaging and viewed was an 

article published by a RES Consulting professional accountant (shown in figure 

III.8), which had 206 impressions, 3 reactions, 10 clicks, 4.85% Click-through 

rate, 6.31% Engagement Rate. The results from this articles show that creating 

content is important and can increase the quality of the whole LinkedIn campaign. 

The fact of publishing interesting and professional articles directly from the 

personal LinkedIn account of a professional accountant might increase the 

prestige and popularity of the page. Meanwhile, as shown by the organic statistics, 

it increases the level of interest and engagement of the audience. Maybe it can be 

also a tool to increase trust on the company because writing articles can be a way 

to show their expertise and area of competence.  

Figure III.13. LinkedIn article’s organic statistics 
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3.4 DIGITAL MARKETING STRATEGY IN B2B: ISSUES EMERGED 

The analysis of RES Consulting allows the identification of some issues that can 

emerge when defining and implementing a digital marketing strategy in a B2B 

consulting company.  

Firstly, the type of sector in which RES Consulting operates (professional 

consultancy) seems to deeply influence the adoption and use of digital touchpoints 

to communicate with potential and existing buyers. In addition, consulting firms 

rarely use social media integrated to their business activities because they are 

perceived as difficult to use, a loss of time and not necessary for B2B business 

affairs.  

Moreover, another misconception of the use of social media in business settings 

lies in the belief that starting a digitalization process requires too much time and 

money and, above all, the presence of specialized figures and digital marketing 

experts inside the firm. This is also the case for RES Consulting where at the 

beginning the intern had to struggle with some partners’ resistance to adopt digital 

touchpoints and especially social media for business purpose. In fact, the majority 

of associates do not use social media and internet-based tools in their job and 

personal life. As a result, it turned to be difficult to make them perceive the 

importance of digitalization for their firm. This is linked to the fact that there is a 

low diffusion of social media pages and performing websites in many consulting 

firms. As a consequence, at the beginning of the strategy definition, the members 
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preferred to avoid using social media, because they perceived them as more 

suitable for B2C firms, and they believed that social networks could lower their 

prestige. Afterwards, with a deeper analysis of social media platforms used by 

professional figures, like LinkedIn, they saw an opportunity to increase their 

prestige and popularity. In addition, LinkedIn was perceived as a way to get in 

contact with the existing clients and find new ones, in a period where personal 

interactions were forbidden by law during covid-19 lock-down.  

Another issue emerged came from the fact that, in the past, relationships were 

maintained only through traditional means of communication: face-to-face 

meetings, phone calls, offline word-of-mouth. These traditional tools are still 

widely spread in firms, and they do not have to be completely replaced by new 

digital tools. On the contrary, there should be an integration between online and 

offline touchpoints in order to create a seamless experience for buyers, where the 

traditional means of communication are complementary used with the new ones. 

For B2B companies having an online presence can be a powerful way to enhance 

the business and ensure its profitability in the future. Therefore, B2B firms can 

gather useful information on the buyers, generate new qualified leads, and create 

and maintain long-lasting and profitable business relationships. 

In conclusion, the case of RES Consulting is the representation of the revolution 

that is underway in the B2B sector. Digital channels might turn to be very 

effective tools for companies that do not refer directly to the final consumer 
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market, but who continuously communicate and work with firms’ buyers and 

decision-makers. Those decision-makers are people that use different digital 

channels in their daily working life to gather information and find new 

opportunities. Consequently, firms have to be aware of which online platforms 

they are used to frequent in order to meet them there (i.e. LinkedIn). 

As underlined in the first chapter, business-to-business companies put in practice 

relationship marketing activities in order to maintain and create quality business 

relationships with prospects and clients. LinkedIn and the website can be two 

examples of digital channels where supply and demand meet and create strong 

business relationships. As explained in chapter 1, the digitalization brought many 

changes in firms, in terms of communication, organizational impact, and buyers’ 

customer experience. Companies need to change their way of doing business, as 

all the digital tools explained in chapter 2 are becoming part of B2B strategies and 

they are revolutionizing also the business consulting sector, as demonstrated by 

the case of RES Consulting. 
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CONCLUSION 

This work’s aim is to shed light on the impact that new digital tools had on 

business relationships. Following the changes that the digitalization has brought to 

business-to-business companies and buyers’ journey, this work investigated the 

role of Internet and social media in Relationship Marketing.  

Today, B2B firms need to take into consideration that relationships are created 

and maintained using both offline and online touchpoints. Traditional face-to-face 

meetings and phone calls are still effective, but they have to be integrated with 

online touchpoints, like websites and social media platforms.  

Even though for a long time B2B entrepreneurs and companies have thought that 

a digital strategy is not necessary or helpful for their type of business, the 

literature review and the case study presented in this document show the opposite. 

Thus, having a formalized and planned digital strategy can lead to the creation of 

new business opportunities, by meeting the buyers in the places that they frequent, 

even if they are not physical (i.e. LinkedIn). In addition, it was highlighted that 

online touchpoints are powerful tools to increase brand awareness, generate leads 

and nurture the relationships with prospects and clients.  

The case study is the representation of a B2B company whose success lies mainly 

in the creation and maintenance of business relationships. However, this company 

was anchored to the old paradigm where social media were totally excluded from 
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their strategy, as the associates were not aware of their potential. Once they 

understood that their prospects and clients were used to search information 

through websites and social media, especially LinkedIn, they decided to establish 

a digital presence in order to leverage the opportunities offered by online 

channels.  

The preliminary results of the digital strategy applied on LinkedIn show that the 

company was able to generate engagement and interest on the audience by sharing 

professional updates and articles. Thus, the positive results demonstrate that the 

consulting firm is likely to continue to grow online, and to meet the pre-

established objectives of brand awareness, lead generation and engagement. 

In conclusion, the case of RES Consulting reflects the situation of many different 

B2B firms that for long have not leveraged the opportunities offered by a digital 

strategy. This is due to the fact that the business-to-business market seems to have 

a shared belief that social media platforms are suitable only for consumers’ 

markets. Nonetheless, there are many different online channels that B2B buyers 

are using, and being present in those touchpoints is a powerful way to enhance 

business relationships and find new opportunities.  
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